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Dedication
Volume IV is dedicated to Rebecca Barr and Peter Mosenthal
Their memory, their legacy, their families

In 1981, four soon to be editors of the first Handbook assembled, at the invitation of David, in
Michael’s apartment in Chicago. After that first meeting, at least twice and often three or more
times a year, from 1981 through 2002, we had the privilege of meeting with Becky and Peter
to plan for, work on, or celebrate the (then) forthcoming volume of the Handbook of Reading
Research. These meetings were held during annual conferences or in Chicago because of its convenience, and they were usually accompanied with good food—and even better wine!
These meetings served three purposes for us. One was work, pure and simple—planning,
and revising (and revising again…) the themes, outlines, authorial teams, and draft chapters
for the next Handbook. And, yes, nagging each other about our authors’ laggardly chapters. A
second was mutual professional learning—each informing or challenging the others to think
and rethink our individual and collective views on reading theory, research, and practice. We
may have gotten our start on research in the various graduate schools we attended, but we honed
our craft in these regular meetings. We learned from each other, debated issues, argued about
data and theory, reconciled differences, and gained great insights into reading research, practice, policy, publishing and the idiosyncrasies of many of the leading reading researchers. Those
interactions enriched our professional work beyond measure. The third was sheer friendship
and collegiality. Over the years, we developed both, and one could never have asked for better colleagues and friends than Becky and Peter. The work never seemed like work because it
was wrapped in the sheer pleasure of being with the best friends and colleagues we could have
imagined. Becky was always one to keep all of us on task; Peter kept us organized and up to date
with his complete analyses of the research literature, long before it was fashionable to do such
tracking of research.
When we (Peter, Becky, Michael, and David) agreed to work together back in 1981, we made
a commitment that we would each assume the role of lead editor for one volume—and then we
would turn over the reins to the next generation of scholars to continue the tradition. So when
we started the planning for Volume IV, we knew it was Peter’s turn to be lead editor: his turn
to deal with the arrangements with the publisher, his turn to suffer the queries and complaints
from all the authors wondering how things were coming and why this or that change was necessary. That never happened. Peter was taken from us before the cycle could be completed. So the
dedication of the HRR4 goes double for Peter. He has been the lead editor in spirit and principle
if not in person.
We are blessed to have known them for as long as we did. We are doubly blessed to have
worked with them as closely as we did. We are triply blessed for the examples they, and by association we, set for leading the field in this once a decade effort to take stock of what we know
about reading research.
Michael and David

Transitions
Looking Back and Looking Ahead

Looking Back. As the two of us look back on the nearly 30 years in which we have been involved
in the Handbook, the first agenda is a very large thank you:
• To the three editors who have labored with us to bring each of the four volumes into reality:
• Lane Akers, then at Longman’s, who took the initial risk (and plunge) with HRR1 on
somewhat less than a lick and a promise.
• Ray O’Connell, who, still at Longman’s, was willing to expand the total volume of words
of HRR2 by 65%. May he rest in peace.
• Naomi Silverman, who has been our guide, conscience, and cheerleader through HRR3
and HRR4.
• To the authors of the 131 chapters who have graced the pages of one or more of the four volumes with their scholarly insights and compelling prose.
• To all of the persons who worked on production of the four volumes, editorial assistants and
copy editors.
• To all who tolerated, encouraged, and helped us while we worked on the volumes—spouses,
friends, and other colleagues.
Looking Ahead. Perhaps the last decision the original four of us made as a team was that for
HRR4, we would bring on two scholars as associate editors from the next generation of literacy
scholars. We planned to have them work in apprentice roles while we did HRR4 and then cede
to them the reins to future Handbooks. We wanted scholars who, while academically younger
than we, had established their scholarly credentials—research excellence, international prominence, and professional generosity. It would take all three of those attributes, we thought, to
carry on the tradition of the Handbook. After literally hours of deliberation among the four of
us, not to mention more than one bottle of a good Rhone, we settled on Elizabeth Moje and Peter
Afflerbach. And we could not have been wiser in our choices, for Elizabeth and Peter have been
exemplary in taking on the work of creating HRR4. Of course, when we planned the transition,
we planned on four incumbents to mentor two successors. We did not know that the team of
mentors would be reduced by half. So Peter and Elizabeth were thrust into positions that we (and
they) had not imagined when we made the decision in 2002. They took on that role with a sense
of commitment, enthusiasm, diligence, and professionalism that has been remarkable. We leave
our editorial roles knowing that the Handbook is in good hands!
As the two of us prepare to step out of this remarkably privileged position, we look back on
a history filled with wonderful memories of great results, hard work and amazing collegiality.
We look forward to a portfolio of future volumes destined to continue and enhance a tradition
that has been a part of our lives and our souls for nearly 3 decades. We leave knowing that we are
experiencing exciting times for literacy that will be well-represented in the future Handbooks.
Good reading and good researching!
David and Michael

Preface
Reading Research in a Changing Era
An Introduction to the Handbook of Reading Research,
Volume IV
Michael L. Kamil, Peter P. Afflerbach,
P. David Pearson, and Elizabeth Birr Moje
The challenge for this, the fourth volume of the Handbook has been to capture the range of
reading research done in a rapidly changing world. Both our work and the settings in which
we carry it out are wider in scope and deeper in nuance than at any other time in our history.
The purposes of reading research over the last 15 years have varied from finding ways in which
instruction and learning can become more effective to examining the cognitive processes that
underpin acts of reading to unpacking the social and cultural practices that motivate and mediate literate practice and learning. The authors of the chapters in this volume have spent a great
deal of time and effort trying to determine the most effective ways of representing this diversity.
Volume IV of the Handbook of Reading Research (hereafter HRR4) is an attempt to help resolve
our current understandings of the sources, purposes, methods, findings, and consequences of
reading research. As with earlier volumes, we view the new volume not as a replacement for, but
rather as a complement to, earlier volumes of the Handbook.

READING RESEARCH: A BIT OF HISTORY
A century ago, Huey (1908) provided to the field what can arguably be regarded as the first
review of research on reading and reading instruction. The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading
represents the first in a long line of efforts to synthesize what it is that we know for certain about
the conditions and practices under which we read and learn to read. The path from Huey’s work
to HRR4 is neither direct nor smooth, although it is clearly traceable. The current emphasis on
synthesizing research can easily be singled out as one part of the path upon which Huey set forth.
Moreover, Huey recognized that the volume of reading research was too vast to be synthesized
or represented in a single volume (although his effort came very close). At best, only a sample of
the broad range of studies, even in the early 1900s, could be represented in any given review.
Although Huey felt that there was an overwhelming body of research, he could not have
imagined the explosion in reading research that would be ushered in by shifts in the dominant
paradigms of psychological research and federal funding in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Most
significantly, cognitive psychology paved the way for a renaissance in reading research by licensing scholars to discuss what happened inside the black box we call the mind, an activity that
had been discouraged if not forbidden for the half decade preceding that paradigm shift. This
accelerated interest in bringing research to bear on the problems of reading produced exponentially larger volumes of research. The establishment of the Center for the Study of Reading
at the University of Illinois in 1975 with its focus on the mental models (schema) that drove
comprehension and Durkin’s (1978–79) work on the lack of comprehension instruction intensified the interest in doing reading research, particularly on the problems of text understanding.

xiv
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Becoming a Nation of Readers called attention to the need for higher quality reading instruction
and, consequently, for research to uncover the ways in which such a goal could be achieved.
The first volume (HRR1) of the Handbook of Reading Research (1984) was an attempt to bring
together as much of that the newly conducted and published research as possible. The promissory notes issued by researchers in areas like metacognition, comprehension instruction, materials, and technology were partially redeemed. Federal support for research increased steadily
over the next three decades, and with that support came a concomitant increase in the heft
and sophistication of the research produced. Debates about the proper kind of research methods, problems, analyses occurred along the way. By the time the second Handbook of Reading
Research was published in 1991, reading research was a thriving enterprise with its attendant
“Reading or paradigm wars” (see, for example, Adams, 1990; Adams & Bruck, 1995; Stanovich,
1990; Kamil, 1995; McKenna, Robinson, & Miller, 1990a, 1990b; Edelsky, 1990).
By 1997 a Congressional mandate charged the “Director of the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development (NICHD), in consultation with the Secretary of Education, to
convene a national panel to assess the status of research-based knowledge, including the effectiveness of various approaches to teaching children to read” (NICHD, 2000, 1-1). This effort,
dubbed the National Reading Panel (NRP for short) was intended to do for reading something
similar to what Huey had intended to do in 1908, but with an additional standard—that we as a
field employ a specific set of research protocols to determine what research was ready for use to
guide instruction. Those protocols emphasized internal validity (privileged causal over correlational designs) as well as external validity (generalizability to as many settings and populations
as possible). The National Reading Panel (NRP) reported that there were over 100,000 research
studies produced between 1966 and 2000, with some 16,000 prior to that time. These numbers
illustrate the exponential growth in the research base stimulated by both research funding and
urgent concern for improving reading instruction.
When HRR2 was published in 1991, reading research had begun to incorporate the social and
contextual variables that had only been hinted at in HRR1. Reviews describing research on society and literacy constituted an entire section of HRR1. The “reading wars” were in full swing as
was the somewhat related (and sometimes confounded) debate about research methodology—
focusing mainly on the relative validity of quantitative versus qualitative approaches. Despite
the intensity of those debates, the Handbook was never able to secure a review of research related
to the whole language movement and other constructivist pedagogies, the important chapter on
response to literature notwithstanding.
A review of research on linguistically diverse readers was included for the first time. HRR2
also included reviews of research on text more finely divided by genres than previously acknowledged. HRR2 included an attempt to model progress in reading research. Renewed emphasis on
teacher variables was apparent in reviews in HRR2, presaging the current interests in teacher
quality. All of these suggest the highly varied, often disparate, and sometimes complementary
nature of reading research. It was clear that the reading research, while growing in volume was
also growing in perspective, epistemology, methodology, and substance.
When HRR3 was published in 2000, a very different context for reading research existed.
HRR3 used the concept of verges to describe the new frontiers of research that were represented in the extant body of reading research. This was not the only significant change that had
occurred. Federal involvement in education policy and funding was on the rise. Efforts at conducting systematic syntheses of reading research, as well as more rigorous methods of analyzing
research, were growing.
Perhaps the two most important developments represented in HRR3 were globalization and
methodology. A series of reviews based on research around the globe was included to reflect the
growing nature of reading and reading instructions from perspectives other than those of the
United States or western Europe. The expansion and varied nature of methodologies prompted
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us to include a series of reviews on the uses of methodologies. These chapters were eventually
reprinted as a stand-alone volume; the success of that volume indexed the importance of these
issues. In terms of content, a chapter on neurological research in reading represented a clear
“new” direction. There were two reviews of technology and two of second language learners,
also suggesting the increasing diversity of reading research.
Stretching back to the early 1980s, HRR1 was stimulated by the increased funding for reading research, but other forces—such as the paradigm shift in psychology—played an important
role. By contrast, HRR3 reflected a point in time during which reading research was becoming
a lever for policy decisions. For the very first time, a briefing was held for Members of Congress
and aides and assistants on the content of HRR3 and its relevance for policy, marking at least
some recognition of the importance of research in the formulation of policy decisions. HRR3
also included a separate chapter on reading policy, the very first ever in the Handbook.
Some of the issues that seemed important in HRR1 and HRR2 did not “make the cut” in
subsequent volumes. The strong interest in schema theory and metacognition had morphed
into new developments, most notably the emphasis on mental models and a whole generation of
research on comprehension instruction. Other important research foci that took hold in HRR3
included work in linguistics, discourse processes, media literacy, and knowledge-comprehension relations.

WHAT HAS CHANGED SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF HRR3?
Despite earlier concerns raised by many about the quality of educational research (e.g., Kaestle,
1993; Labaree, 2003, 2004, 2008), reading research has occupied a central role in the past decade.
Perhaps the most obvious sign is that federal educational policy has, for the first time in our
history, been driven quite directly by reading research; more specifically what is deemed scientifically based reading research is codified into law in No Child Left Behind (NCLB). While the
attempts are not without controversy, there is no denying the explicit emphasis on synthesizing
reading research literature to determine (a) what practices are ready for adoption in schools, (b)
what is missing in the research literature, and (c) even what to do to improve the quality of reading research. Coupled with these efforts to determine what the research can offer as guidance
has been targeted research funding for those areas of greatest importance to fill extant gaps in
the research literature.
Research Methodologies
In HRR3, there were 10 reviews of the uses of different methodologies that had been used in
reading research. These approaches differed from the two chapters on experiments and ethnography in HRR1 and the absence of any explicit discussion of methodologies in HRR2. The
beginnings of the emphasis on scientific-based practice in reading research were reflected, albeit
imperfectly, by the emphasis on high quality research as the foundation for practice. Policy
eventually limited the types of research that were used in policy decisions, but the emphasis on
research has provided even more stimulation of the amount and quality of research conducted.
HRR3 was prepared while Preventing Reading Difficulties was being written and before the
emergence of The NRP Report, Reading First, NCLB, and other documents and policies that have
assumed great importance in the past decade. One of the chapters in HRR3 was on research synthesis, a methodology that has assumed high prominence in current policy considerations. Some
of the national-level efforts to conduct syntheses have included the National Reading Panel, the
National Literacy Panel for Language Minority and Youth, the National Early Literacy Panel.
While these Panels have been specifically focused on limited areas, the What Works Clear-
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inghouse (WWC) has assumed a broader role. The WWC conducts reviews of instructional
research in reading and mathematics, provides syntheses of the research, and makes the results
available (http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/).
A different effort is Doing What Works (DWW), a web site (http://dww.ed.gov/) that offers
research, instructional methods, and other resources for teaching in a number of areas. Related
to the efforts in What Works Clearinghouse is a new series of Practice Guides from the Institute
for Education Sciences. These Guides look across research with the intent of making recommendations for instructional practice. The recommendations are differentially rated as a function of
the soundness of the evidence supporting them. A secondary purpose of the Practice Guides is
to help create a culture of research-awareness among school-based practitioners.
Government Education Policy
Over the past half decade, important shifts in government education policies can be seen in
the move from an almost exclusive focus on elementary reading instruction under Goals 2000,
Reading Excellence, Reading First and Early Reading First to a focus on middle and high school
literacy concerns. The programs for Striving Readers and Struggling Readers have received dramatically increased funding while the funding for Reading First has been curtailed, despite
strong state level evidence about its efficacy. There remains, however, at least a promise of continued, and even increased, emphasis on early childhood language and literacy.
Assessment assumed an importance in the last decade never before granted to it. Indeed, it
became first among equals among policy levers. First, the role of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) expanded with the influence of NCLB and the emphasis on accountability; NAEP was to be benchmark, the gold standard, against which all state assessments
would be validated. Second, changes in federal research funding through the Institute of Education Sciences elevated the role of validated externally developed assessments as the standard
for judging the efficacy of interventions. Third, NCLB, with its provision for validated systems
of assessment (outcome measures to evaluate programs, frequently administered curriculumbased assessments to monitor progress, and diagnostic assessments to prescribe instruction),
increased the prominence of assessment at every level within the education system—classroom,
school, district, and state. As HRR4 was sent to the printers, there was a call for national funding
to permit states to develop more challenging tests to monitor school performance.
Standards have emerged once again as an important focus for policy, although to date there
has been little direct research or evidence on the effects of standards. With the national movement (National Governors Association & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2009) to establish a common set of standards, it can be expected that there will be a great deal of attention on
standards in the near future. The effort is a joint project by the National Governors Association,
Council of Chief State School Officers, ACT, and Achieve, Inc. While the standards themselves
promise to be research-based, conducting research on the effects on reading instruction and
achievement of adopting such standards may be extremely difficult. Because most states have
already committed to this project, there may be few, if any opportunities for comparison conditions, at least in the most rigorous, “gold standard” methods that have become so important in
national policy. The study of the common standards work may be exactly the kind of study that
calls for observational and qualitative analyses to ascertain how, why, and when the common
standards are taken up and put into practice. Such observational work could reveal whether
what is commonly prescribed is always commonly enacted; given the nature of the common
core standards work, which seeks to offer a broad range of possibilities, the opportunity for comparative studies of reading instruction and achievement seems to have great potential. Equally
important, much of the common core work is accompanied by work on logical text progressions
across the grade levels and concomitant progression of comprehension skill across the grades,
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suggesting multiple opportunities for focused study of the effects of offering these progressions
to teachers as guides for reading instruction across the grades and subject areas. The effort is also
attendant with the development with new forms of assessments to allow for determinations of
whether or not students meet the standards.
Research Policy
For researchers, the past decade has seen a great infusion of resources for research in reading
and literacy, as well as other areas. Research funding has come from both traditional and nontraditional sources. NICHD was influential in the growth of research funding for both basic
and applied research in reading and literacy. The establishment of the Institute for Education
Sciences (IES) has also had an important effect on federal research policy, by upping the ante
for more emphasis on experimental designs and developing a “theory” of how research should
progress across its goals of exploration, development, efficacy, and scale-up.
Stimulated by the Report of the RAND Reading Study Group (2002), Reading for Understanding, reading research has, at least in part, been driven by similar programmatic efforts to
examine basic processes, program development, scaling up existing programs, and the development of assessments. Unquestionably, the research funding has largely focused on experimental
trials, but other methodologies are encouraged, particularly for the exploration and development goals. This program has looked at basic processes, development of programs, scaling up
existing programs, and the development of assessments. Although the research funding has
largely focused on experimental trials, other methodologies are encouraged, particularly for the
exploration and development goals.
A different sort of development has been the use of large-scale national evaluations to judge
effectiveness of programs. These evaluations have employed randomized control trials of programs that have been previously developed and used, either on experimental or commercial
bases. In general, the results of these evaluations have not shown dramatic effects in favor of
these programs (e.g., Dynarski et al., 2007; James-Burdumy et al., 2009; Kemple et al., 2008),
the public claims of efficacy notwithstanding. One problem with this body of research is that
many of these reports are based on relatively short-term applications, typically two years, of
large-scale, complex, whole-school reform efforts. While short-term evaluations can do both
the programs and the public a disservice, they do emphasize the need for extended evaluations
as well. We know that (a) these efforts may require extended time in application for effects to be
measured reliably, and (b) sometimes initial effects fade over time. The recognition that largescale reform takes time has important implications for how reading interventions at such a scale
should be studied, including questions about the length of time required for robust findings to
emerge, to questions about the size of effects that can be expected in at various stages in the life
of an intervention, to deciding how big an effect is required for educators to take it seriously as
a path to reform. Given that the findings have generally shown effect sizes of less than 0.2, the
body of evaluations is at least cautionary for the hope that there are quick or singular fi xes for
the problems of struggling readers.

THE CHANGING FOCI OF READING RESEARCH
The quarter century that has passed since the publication of HRR1 has witnessed a decided shift
in the topics and content of reading research. The shift in the past decade, since the publication
of HRR3, has been almost as dramatic. The most obvious change has been the shift from emphasis on elementary reading to focus on adolescent reading, defined, generally, as anything above
Grade 3. (This has largely been the result of prior focus on grades 1–3 as a result of Reading First
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funding and policy.) One result of the changes in policy and funding is likely to be increased
attention to research on and for older students.
Although the focus of federally funded work has largely been on experimental work, the field
has seen an important shift in research models to mixed methods, which combine statistical
and qualitative data to obtain more complete pictures of the both the nature of the phenomena
under study and the contexts in which research takes place. Nowhere is this more important
than in the evaluation studies of large-scale interventions, where an emphasis on what works
needs to be accompanied by an analysis of why and how various practices or curricula work for
which students. The mantra of what works for whom, and when is increasingly taken up by those
interested in student learning.
Similarly, the field has witnessed an increased realization that cognitive variables interact
with social and cultural variables in complex ways, necessitating the use of more complex methods of data collection. One of the signs of the shift in methodologies is indicated by the suggestions made by Shavelson and Towne (2002) that research designs should be dictated by the
questions being asked, rather than attempting to fit questions into methodologies.
Research funding also privileges programmatic research more than ever before, with more
funding opportunities for complex, multi-year projects. Many recent funding opportunities
also mandate a broader-based research team that includes scholars from many disciplines and
practitioners as well as researchers. The increase in the number of opportunities for research
and the amount of resources available threatens to overwhelm the reading research. As a consequence, multiple organizations—from private foundations (e.g., the Spencer Foundation) and
academies (e.g., the National Academy of Education), to reading research associations (e.g., the
International Reading Association and the Literacy Research Association (formerly the National
Reading Conference)—have promoted the continuing and advanced education of education
researchers in a number of ways. Targeted doctoral fellowships have been offered in targeted
areas by both federal agencies and private funders. While these are not immediate fi xes, they do
presage improvement over the long term.
The increase in the number of private companies engaged in sponsored research is another
sign of the stress in the research infrastructure. Contract research organizations such as American Institutes for Research, SRI International, ABT Associates, RMC Research Corporation,
and many more have fi lled the need to supervise and coordinate large-scale research projects
and evaluations. Many of these functions have also been assumed by the Regional Educational
Laboratories, such as Education Northwest, PREL, Serve, WestEd or Learning Point Associates,
albeit with more constrained directions for research and projects based on regional issues and
contexts.
In regard to the substance of reading research, some trends in research foci appeared
extremely promising when HRR3 was published. For example, research in neurological/neuropsychological variables in the development of reading and learning to read was viewed as the
cutting edge of reading research because it provided what some thought to be a more scientific
view of the impact of reading interventions due to the ability to examine neurological, rather
than only behavioral outcomes, which are thought to be subject to observer bias. The challenge
to neurological research, however, is that in addition to extremely high costs, clear results of the
impact of an intervention on reading extended prose are difficult to obtain, due to the research
mechanisms necessary. Thus, although neurological studies remain an active research area, the
results do not yet seem to have had a substantial impact on research about either the theoretical
or practical aspects of reading.
Another research area that continues to demand attention is the area of computer (and other)
technologies related to reading. HRR3 offered two reviews of research on reading and technology, without a great deal of overlap. The promise of computer application and multimedia
technologies for reading and reading instruction seemed to be looming on the horizon as an
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important tool in classrooms and other education settings. The National Evaluation of Educational Technology (Dynarski et al., 2007), however, showed that the applications involved did
not produce dramatic results over conventional teaching. These findings are borne out in the
second year of the evaluation (Capuano et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the penetration of computer
technology in schools is extensive. The Internet has become a primary source of information
and research in higher education and in many economically enfranchised school districts. There
is every reason to believe that computers and Internet access will have continued effects on reading and reading instruction.
Professional development appears to have been the greatest growth area since the publication of HRR3. The concern for teacher quality has been coupled with professional development
and appears as a concern in a great deal of funded projects. The National Reading Panel Report
showed that a small body of literature demonstrated the direct effects of professional development on student achievement. That body of literature has not grown by a great deal over the last
decade, but the concerns shifted, thanks largely to generous funding of coaches in the Reading
First initiative within NCLB, from more conventional professional development to coaching
and other sustained and intensive delivery models. Although little research exists currently to
support the efficacy of coaching, there is a growing body of research that illustrates how and
when coaching can be effective. Whether this becomes an area of further growth in research
depends upon whether policies to sustain the use of coaches are retained in the post-NCLB
journey on which we are about to embark as HRR4 is sent to the printer.

THE CURRENT VOLUME: AN OVERVIEW
The Handbook of Reading Research, Volume IV (HRR4), offers what we hope is a comprehensive
sample of research being done in the first decade of the 21st century. As noted in the previous
sections, HRR4 is situated in relation to an era of great challenge and promise for research. As a
field, we are navigating competing ideas about the nature and role of reading research, the best
means to foster reading development, the nature of reading processes, the role of context in
reading, and even about the value of reading itself. Different schools of thought, some aligned,
some seemingly opposed, represent varied traditions of inquiry and related knowledge. Debates
about how to define, study, teach, and assess reading, its components, and the best means of
helping students learn to read are waged not only within, but also across fields. The accumulation of knowledge from diverse and affi liate fields (or from fields not typically associated with
reading) makes more complex the questions and answers of reading research. The complexity
of reading research is increased by the demand to analyze acts of reading as situated in diverse
contexts and practiced by diverse groups of people. Most challenging, perhaps, is the fact that
reading researchers need to wade through the complexity to develop consensus understandings
of the nature of reading, standards for reading achievement, how reading may be effectively
taught, engagingly learned, and enthusiastically used.
HRR2 cited two themes, “Broadening the definition of reading,” and “Broadening the reading
research agenda.” Breadth emerges again for HRR4. Indeed, the last decade of reading research
is notable for the emergence of inquiry that employs multiple methods/mixed methods in an
attempt to examine more fully the complex contexts, varied texts, and diverse experiences of
readers and teachers that converge in the act of reading. Reading research benefits from the
situated characterization, moving beyond “cold cognition” to skill and strategy that are always
embedded in social milieu, used by readers who are both individuals and cultural beings with
specific goals, experiences and levels of achievement. As readers are situated, so too is reading
research.
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HRR3 carried a theme of “verges” to characterize the state of reading research in 2000, a
“place of encounter between something and something else” (Boorstin, 1987, p. xv). In HRR4
the verges have expanded in both number and complexity. Increased sources of information, in
the form of research results, policy briefs, and popular reports, inform reading instruction and
policy, and there is an increased awareness of the forces that act, in manner subtle or stark, to
influence both acts of reading and research on reading. Our view is that reading research continues to be broad in conceptualization and scope, but as research is situated in political and social
contexts, the breadth of inquiry may be challenged by privilege—the likelihood that particular
kinds of reading research may gain more traction in the public policy sphere. One result of differential privilege for particular research practices is that individual studies or entire classes of
research may or may not reach the threshold required to inform theory and practice. The longterm effect might be decrease the relative influence that reading research, in toto, has. We are
at a crossroads at which reading researchers have access to diverse methodologies, traditions
of inquiry, foci, interpretations, and uses of research. At the same time, influences on research,
from dedicated funding streams (contrast the IES with the NICHD with Spencer Foundation,
for example) to differential preferences within professional organizations (contrast, for example,
the focus of reading research at the Literacy Research Association (formerly NRC), the International Reading Association, the Society for Scientific Studies of Reading, and the American
Educational Research Association) render a portrait of diversity or division, depending on one’s
perspective.
Thus, as we planned HRR4, we drafted questions intended to limn the borders and the scope
of reading research which, in turn, provides a frame for contents of HRR4. These questions
revolved around what we know about the nature, conduct, and validity of reading research; the
onset and development of skilled reading; the nature of reading processes; the teaching and
learning of reading; and the contexts that shape when, how, and why reading occurs.

ON READING RESEARCH—ITS NATURE, CONDUCT, AND VALIDITY
The previous three volumes of the Handbook of Reading Research share a clear focus on the cognitive components of reading, their development, and instruction that fosters students’ reading
growth. This research emanates from traditions in cognitive psychology and educational psychology. Also present, but less pronounced, is research from affi liated fields, including sociology, anthropology, critical theory and discourse analysis. A consistent subtext in some chapters
relates to economic and political influences on reading research. Addressing each of these questions begs the question of just who does reading research.
Who Is the Reading Researcher?
Is the reading researcher the academic, politician, teacher, or policy maker? The last decade,
with emphases on effect size, meta-analyses, and large budget studies, favors a particular kind
of academician, the researcher interested in testing or evaluating interventions. But the study of
reading is a complex endeavor, with contributions to knowledge (i.e., basic research) continuing
to be critical in a period of increasing information exchange through new forms of communication, increased diversity of background and experience represented by both students and
teachers, and changing social practices around forms of communication. What’s more, design
research is increasingly valuable as it examines applications of basic research in practice before
attempting to generalize laboratory research to living populations of people who must engage
in teaching and learning in real contexts. As a consequence, we have included research reviews
from a range of different types of researchers, including those whose work focused on develop-
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ing statistical models to be tested in large-scale programmatic interventions to those who study
the literate practices of families, single classrooms, or young people engaged in reading and
producing popular cultural texts.
What Can Reading Research Do? What Should It Do?
A primary purpose of reading research is to inform theory, from which we may derive educational policy and practice. In simple form, a significant research finding is all that is needed to
amend theory, and to inform instructional approach. A more nuanced form is guided by the
understanding that situated nature of what is researched (and research itself) matters, and that
the complexities of human learning, classroom and school communities, and society influence
actions based on research results, in predictable or unanticipated manner. The more we learn,
the more we need to know. To this end, we invited authors who represent varied communities of
research that should inform theory and practice. The research ranges from basic research in the
cognitive processes of reading to how teachers and students are situated in classrooms, nested in
schools, all situated within the greater context of an information-laden 21st century.
The chapters in HRR4 represent traditions of inquiry that are well-established and well-accepted, and those who are newcomers to reading research. In some cases some of these new
research traditions may be met with skepticism, especially in an era wherein intervention or
evaluation research may be considered the most valuable form of research for a field such as
reading.
What Research Methods Matter for HRR4?
Since the publication of HRR3 (Kamil, Mosenthal, Pearson, & Barr, 2000), the idea of “gold
standards” of instructional programs and practices has gained a great deal of strength. We note
that this phenomenon has had varied effects. The question of, “What works?” might be preceded
by “what is allowed to matter?” or “What is selected to determine if it works?” That said, our
decisions about the kinds of chapters to include in HRR4 reflect the current policy emphasis
on evaluating what works.1 For example, Hoffman, Maloch, and Sailors contributed a chapter
on the use of direct observation tools that allow for the measurement of reading instruction in
classrooms. In other words, although naturalistic observations are valued as a part of such work,
it seems essential in an evaluation-focused policy environment that reading researchers to find
ways to measure instructional practice in ways that can be tied to learners’ reading achievement.
Similarly, Graesser, McNamara, and Louwerse offer an intricate system for measuring the multiple dimensions of text complexity via a system known as Coh-Metrix. This system acknowledges the multiple ways that texts can scaffold or constrain comprehension. The power of the
tool Graesser et al. describe is its speed and efficiency in providing information to teachers, curriculum developers, and researchers about what instructional approach may be necessary with
a given text being read by a given group of students. Schatschneider and Petscher’s chapter on
statistical modeling also speaks to an evaluation model by illustrating how and why statistical
models can be useful in reading research that seeks to test theories about the most appropriate
forms of reading instruction. And Deshler, Hock, Ihle, and Mark take up that model in describing the necessary conditions and methods for conducting rigorous and sound analyses of programmatic interventions.
In each chapter, the methodological emphasis seems to be on advancing tools and procedures
that document, measure, and evaluate reading instruction, texts, or acts of reading within a
prescribed range of practices and outcomes. And yet, in each of the chapters—whether studies of programmatic interventions, statistical models, computer-based text analysis tools, or
classroom measurement protocols—the authors not only acknowledge the complexity of the
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reading acts and practices they seek to study, but also call for close and contextually bound studies of these very practices. That is, not one of the methodological chapter authors—focused as
they are on measurement of practices and outcomes—assumes that those measurements tell the
complete story of what it means to engage with, learn from, or teach with a range of texts in a
range of classrooms. We concur with this argument about the importance of additional sources
of information, especially in evaluation studies, and thus, the section concludes with Rueda’s
review of research methods that work from cultural perspectives. Rueda reviews studies that
have examined culture and literacy learning, and emphasizes the need for studies that examine
how acts and practices reading, reading instruction, and even reading research are embedded in
social, cultural, and political spheres of influence.
On Reading Development and Reading Processes
A good portion of HRR4 is dedicated to addressing research on the component processes of
reading—a dimension which has been covered in previous Handbooks—as well as to examining
research on the development of skilled reading. We made this distinction between processes and
development to exploit the recent recognition that learning to read does not end with the development of phonemic awareness or fluent reading ability, but is a process that occurs throughout
life as one enters new domains and encounters new types of texts. This is a new dimension of
HRR4, as development across the lifespan has not been explicitly attended to in past volumes.
HRR4 thus includes four chapters on development of skilled reading. Although we do not
intend to suggest that reading development is a neatly linear, staged process, the chapters proceed, not surprisingly from the critical periods of emergent literacy and primary grades reading
development (see Paratore, Cassano, & Schickedanz, as well as Foorman & Connor chapters) to
reviews of adolescent (Alexander & Fox) and adult (Brooks) reading development. The inclusion
of reviews on adolescent and adult development reflects increased emphasis on adolescent and
adult literacy skill development in school reform movements and in the popular presses. Much
of this emphasis is shaped by what appears to be diminishing reading performance as children
age (as measured by test scores), but is also prompted by changing workplace demands and
increased access to information rendered in print, image, and sound.
Across more than a century, records of reading research reveal evolving notions of the reader.
Reading, from a research perspective, has been described as a response to print, a processing of
information, and a set of strategies and skills that yield meaning. Reading also involves motivations, self-concept, and prior experiences that can reinforce of diminish the reading experience. Reading is situated, an endlessly varied phenomenon involving individual readers of
unique experience, involving texts and tasks that vary in terms of goals, difficulty, and time.
Each of these points suggests questions for the development and processes of skilled reading.
For example, what is the shifting role of print, image, and sound in developing reading skill as
people move across the lifespan and how do these forms of representation change in relation to
one another? How do people’s motivations to read and purposes for reading change as they age
and move through different life contexts? These, and a number of other questions about lifespan
development of skilled and flexible reading processes, are taken up throughout many of the
chapters of HRR4, with the chapters explicitly focused on development dovetailing nicely with
the chapters on reading processes, our next dimension of the new volume.
The chapters on reading processes examine reading in its finer aspects, with a focus on questions about what reading is, what counts as reading comprehension, and what are the key components of skilled reading. The chapters cover the range of what we considered to be central
aspects of reading processes, from orthographic processing (Cunningham) to oral discourse
and reading (Lawrence and Snow) to word recognition processes (Shefelbine) and the development of fluent reading (Rasinski, Reutzel, Chard, & Linan-Thompson). The section concludes
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with Duke and Carlisle’s comprehensive treatment of the development of comprehension processes in the earlier years of schooling.
Teaching and Learning
The chapters dealing with the teaching and learning of reading continue a long tradition in the
Handbook. Every volume has devoted considerable emphasis to this area. The question of purpose
is taken up in the chapters explicitly dedicated to teaching and learning, but is also addressed
implicitly in chapters that examine the contexts that shape acts and practices of reading.
Much of the research literature assumes a fairly narrow band of purpose for acts and practices of reading, most prominently the learning of text content. Increasingly, reading purpose
includes the idea that readers act with the meanings they bring to and construct from reading.
Reading can serve the purpose of helping individuals create their personae, and claim social
group membership. The purpose of reading can be to extract information, to learn new words,
concepts, or practices; to use the ideas to carry out a task; to emancipate or enable participation
in social and political processes; or to maintain the status quo (e.g., Freebody & Freiberg; Hiebert & Nagy; Li; Kucan & Palincsar; Wilkinson & Son).
Who is the Reader? A necessary question in addressing the teaching and learning of reading
skill is the question of who is a reader? Is the reader an information processor, a strategist, a
situated thinker, a digital native? Is s/he the texter, the twitterer, and the Internet junkie? Is
the reader engaged, dispassionate, curious, or resigned? Is the reader the “A” student who lacks
motivation but perseveres, the “failing” student who excels in reading non-traditional text, the
individual who identifies as a reader, or the individual who feels reading as an imposition? Is
the reader part of a family, seeking to get work done or meet familiar and or cultural demands?
These possibilities and more are explored in chapters in this section and beyond, including
chapters by Afflerbach and Cho; Alexander and Fox; Alvermann; Brooks; Foorman and Connor;
Goldenberg; Li; Rodriguez-Brown; Rueda; and Wilkinson and Son.
What is a Text? Just as the question, Who is the reader? must be addressed in the study of
teaching people to read, so too must the question, What is a text? Across each section of HRR4,
chapters address aspects of text by examining research methods for studying text (Graesser,
McNamara, & Louwerse), how digital texts are read and taught (Afflerbach & Cho; Alvermann),
the role of texts in disciplinary learning (Moje, Stockdill, Kim, & Kim), the impact of popular
cultural texts (Alvermann), and how texts are read critically (Freebody & Freiberg). Across these
chapters questions about the similarities and differences between reading in traditional and
“new” forms, are addressed. In each case, authors acknowledge the importance of traditional
print texts in school learning, but point to the role that Internet and hypertexts, multimedia,
and texts that readers and writers themselves create might shape one’s identity as a reader, world
knowledge, and school-based, subject-matter learning (Alexander & Fox; Brooks; Foorman &
Connor; Goldenberg; Moje et al.; Rueda).
The chapters as a set cover the range of teaching and learning practices that need to be considered in any discussion of teaching people how to read. Thus, we have included chapters on teaching and learning at the word level (a chapter by Tunmer and Nicholson, on teaching and learning
of word recognition, in concert with Hiebert & Nagy, on vocabulary teaching and learning),
together with chapters on comprehension and disciplinary literacy teaching (see Wilkinson &
Son and Moje, Stockdill, Kim, & Kim, respectively). We did not stop, however, at what might
be considered the basic dimensions of teaching people how to read, but also included chapters
on the development of critical (Freebody & Freiberg) and cultural literacy skills (Li on the role
of culture in teaching and learning literacy). Finally, this section includes reviews of research
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on teaching for remediation of reading difficulties (Kucan & Palincsar), and on assessments for
literacy teaching and learning (Afflerbach & Cho).
What, and When, is a Context for Reading?
HRR4 departs from previous volumes by devoting a section to immediate and broad contexts
that shape reading skill development, the cognitive processes of reading, and teaching and
learning practices. Reading context, as a dimension of reading, and thus, reading research, was
largely absent from HRR1, except insofar as particular methods of research took up contextual
issues (e.g., L. Guthrie & Hall’s “Ethnographic Approaches to Reading Research”) and research
on basic processes that acknowledged something “social” in the reading process (e.g., Bloom &
Green’s “Directions in the Sociolinguistic Study of Reading” and Wigfield & Asher’s, “Social and
Motivational Influences on Reading”).
HRR2 presented a strong contrast to HRR1, devoting an entire section to Society and Literacy,
with chapters examining historical and cross-cultural aspect of literacy, linguistic diversity, the
role of the publishing industry and textbooks in developing literacy learning, and the impact
of politics and policy on reading research. HRR2 expanded notions of context with attention
to reading research in different regions of the world and also revisited the role of social context
in methods by again examining ethnographic approaches and adding a focus on discourse and
sociocultural perspectives, while also treating contexts in terms of policies that influence how
reading is taught and learned.
In HRR4, we have focused on the various contexts for reading, separating out research on
social, policy, school, and out of-school contexts, with a range of different chapters each addressing these dimensions of context. As part of an examination of social contexts, Alvermann takes
on the question of how popular cultures shape literacy practices in and out of school. Coburn
and colleagues, by contrast, introduce policy contexts on a broad scale, and Taylor and her colleagues examine reading and school reform initiatives prompted by reading policies, whereas
Dillon, O’Brien, Sato, and Kelly examine professional development and teacher education as yet
another policy context that shapes how reading is taught and learned. In regard to school contexts, Goldenberg offers a review of research on one of the most pressing aspects of school-based
literacy instruction: the effects of various reading and writing instructional programs on and for
English language learners in the United States. Turning to out-of-school contexts, Kirkland and
Hull analyze the research on community-based and after-school programs for literacy development, and Rodriguez-Brown investigates family contexts as sites for literacy learning. In each
case, the reviews emphasize the power of context for shaping everything from how an individual
reads, how a teacher teaches a group of students, how common standards are developed, how
funding streams are articulated and awarded, and to how and why reading researchers do their
work. Ultimately, this section of HRR4 is a reminder that despite a current emphasis in research
and policy on attempting to determine what works, contexts matter. The fact that contextual
influences are multiple and complex makes the work of reading researchers more difficult, and
pushes the field to remember that the focus need be on what works, for whom, when, why, and
how. Such work requires meaningful research questions, rigorous methods, deep and broad
knowledge, and generative collaborations across disciplinary and methodological perspectives.

SUMMING UP AND MOVING FORWARD: READING RESEARCH
FOR A NEW ERA
Attention to these multiple, diverse, and increasingly powerful contexts reminds the reader that
acts of reading—and therefore, acts of reading instruction and reading research—do not occur
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in a vacuum. Reading researchers face numerous challenges to the way they do their work, from
debates over what counts as reading to challenges in how to assess what skilled reading is. As we
consider the challenges facing reading research, we are reminded of the following quote from
Rosenblatt, which captures our perspective that incorporating ways of knowing and seeing and
doing from outside the mainstream can be particularly useful in producing new knowledge and,
at times, new ways of doing:
The special meaning, and more particularly, the submerged associations that [these] words
and images have for the individual reader will largely determine what the work communicates… The reader brings to the work personality traits, memories of past events, present
needs and preoccupations, a particular mood of the moment, and a particular physical condition. These and many other elements in a never-to-be-duplicated combination determine
… response to the peculiar contribution of the text. (Rosenblatt, 1938, p. 30)
That this description of reading was written more than 70 years ago reminds us that findings
about the act of reading or the practice of teaching a person to read can come from many perspectives and offer unique insights, even when the means by which authors collect data and offer
theories may not meet someone else’s standards for research and hypothesizing.
In conclusion, we return to the idea that research, carefully conceptualized, conducted, analyzed, and considered, must be the main informant of reading theory and practice. The chapters
assembled in HRR4 remind the reader that there are different paths to constructing an understanding of reading, as well as different applications of the knowledge gained from research.
This is a sign of health for reading research, and should encourage us all to remember that comprehensive theories of reading, learning to read, and of teaching reading are the beneficiaries of
rigor, triangulation, and attention to the situated and social nature of the construct we seek to
understand.

NOTE
1. One other motive guided our selection of methods chapters: Where we felt that the content and
perspective provided by a methods chapter in HRR3 was still timely and relevant, we decided not to
provide an update. This, of course, is consistent with our tradition of designating each new Handbook a volume rather than an edition. The idea is that chapters in the older volumes speak to important issues even 25 years after their publication.
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Researching the Teaching
of Reading through Direct Observation
Tools, Methodologies, and
Guidelines for the Future
James V. Hoffman, Beth Maloch
The University of Texas at Austin

Misty Sailors
The University of Texas at San Antonio

When all was quiet, one of the pupils called out: “I ain’t got no ruler.” In answer to this the teacher,
without correcting or even paying the slightest attention to the incorrect language that had been
used by the child, said to him: “You don’t need a ruler. Do it the way you done it yesterday.” Then
the words of the oft-repeated (spelling) list were slowly dictated by the teacher. When the word
“steal” was reached, she remarked: “Spell the ‘steal’ you spelled this morning, not the ‘steel’ you
spelled yesterday.” When the word “their” was reached, the teacher asked, “How do you spell
‘their’?” “T-h-e-i-r – their,” sang the children. What kind of a ‘t’ do you use in their?” “Capital ‘t’”
one of the pupils answered. “That’s right,” said the teacher … Here the teacher said to me, “They
don’t use capital letters regularly in this class; I only let them use capitals when they write proper
names and proper things.”
(Joseph Mayer Rice, 1893, p. 72)

Joseph Mayer Rice has been variously credited as the “inventor of the comparative test”
(Engelhart & Thomas, 1966); a “founder of the progressive movement” (Graham, 1966); and
even as the “father of research in teaching” (Berliner, 2007). Whether these titles exaggerate
Rice’s contributions to education or not, it is widely agreed that Rice, a medical physician, was
one of the very first to venture into classrooms to study teaching. Rice was fundamentally concerned with the quality of schooling in America. He had studied education in Europe and was
impressed with the “scientific” approach being taken there. Over a period of 5 months, beginning in January of 1892 and finishing in 1893, he visited classrooms in 36 cities to “witness” as
much teaching as possible (p. 2). He relied only on “personal observation of teaching” (p 5). In
every school district he observed in at least 30 to 35 classrooms, claiming to have observed over
“twelve hundred” teachers. It is not entirely clear the method Rice used to record his observations nor is there detail on his process of analysis. The book is fi lled with some transcripts of
classroom interactions suggesting that his noting taking could have been quite detailed. Rice
recorded his observations and reported his findings over a series of years using both periodical writing (chiefly in The Forum) and in book form (Rice, 1893). Rice was highly critical of the
schools he visited and the teaching he observed identifying only four of the systems he visited
as deserving of positive attention and decrying most of the others as being “unscientific” and
“mechanical.”
Rice believed strongly in the connection between “scientific” practices and student achievement. He returned to the four systems he identified as having outstanding teaching and gathered
additional student data on spelling, arithmetic, reading, and writing. He argued that these data
(all positive in terms of student performance) supported his claim for the close relationship
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between teaching and learning. In 1897 Rice presented his claims supported by classroom
research to an annual meeting of school superintendents in New Jersey (Berliner, 2007). Leonard P. Ayers (1912) reported on the event:
The presentation of these data threw that assemblage into consternation, dismay, and indignant protest. But the resulting storm of vigorously voiced opposition was directed, not
against the methods and results of the investigation, but against the investigator who had
pretended to measure the results of teaching spelling by testing the ability of the children
to spell. In terms of scathing denunciation the educators there present, and the pedagogical
experts who reported the deliberations of the meeting to the educational press, characterized as silly, dangerous, and from every viewpoint reprehensible the attempt to test the efficiency of the teacher by finding out what the pupils could do. With striking unanimity they
voiced the conviction that any attempt to evaluate the teaching of spelling in terms of the
ability of the pupils to spell was essentially impossible and based on a profound misconception of the function of education. (p. 300)
Rice was not deterred from his purpose by this response and continued making his appeals
directly to the public. Rice was convinced that the flaws in public education were the result of
poor organization and leadership in schools as well as poor teacher preparation.
I asked one of the primary grade teachers whether she believed in the professional training
of teachers. “I do not,” she answered emphatically. “I speak from experience. A graduate of
the Maryland Normal School once taught under me, and she wasn’t as good a teacher as
those who come from the High School.” One of the primary teachers said to me: “I formerly
taught in the higher grades, but I had an attack of nervous prostration some time ago, and
the doctor recommended rest. So I now teach in the primary, because teaching primary
does not tax the mind.” (Rice, 1893, p. 58)
Rice attempted, in his writing, to walk the fine line between “blaming” teachers and “blaming”
the system that created them. He hoped that his inspection of teaching could lead to the reform
of teaching from the mechanical to the scientific.
By today’s standards for educational research, we would likely judge Rice’s efforts as short on
methodological rigor (e.g., descriptions of the tools used in the observations) and just slightly
over the top on subjectivity, politics, and passion. The most disappointing aspect of Rice’s work,
however, comes in the fact that while he may have transformed educational measurement and the
emphasis for linking teaching to testing, he failed to inspire educational researchers to move into
classrooms to conduct more rigorous examinations of teaching. One must fast-forward at least 75
years from the turn of the century to begin to find significant research in the teaching of reading
that was conducted in the context of classrooms (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). This is particularly
the case, as we will document in this chapter, with respect to research in the teaching of reading.
Our focus for this chapter will be on describing the tools and methodologies used to observe
the teaching of reading in classrooms. Our path takes us from the conceptual, to the historical,
to the present, and then to the future.

TOOLS AND MEDIATION IN OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH
All observational research studies, regardless of methodology, rely on tools. These tools
include the means for the recording of data (e.g., the pencil, the computer, the video camera),
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the formatting or organization of these data (e.g., a checklist, a blank page), and the mental
operations or frames of the observer that fi lter what is recorded (e.g., purposes, expectations,
attention, experience). While there is a strong tradition in physical and social science research
to use the term “instrumentation” to describe methods, we favor the use of “tools”. Instrumentation has strong technical and deep behavioral roots in research. In contrast, the term
tool recognizes the social mediation involved in all human activity and knowledge construction. The tools of research always mediate the processes of data gathering and the interpretation of the data.
The dual concepts of “tool” and “mediation” are central to the socio-cultural theory of
Vygotsky and his colleagues (see Cole, 1996). The structure and development of human psychological processes are co-constituted by the interaction with tools. The tools are physical and
psychological (including language) and mediate learning. In Cole’s terms, the mediational triangle includes the inquirer, the object of the inquiry and, indirectly, the tool(s) of inquiry (Cole,
1996). This means, according to Cole, that humans are part of their world and unable to step
outside and view the world from the “outside.” Pertinent to research, Cole (1996) points out:
“traditional dichotomies of subject and object, person and environment, and so on, cannot be
analytically separated and temporally ordered into independent and dependent variables” (p.
103). Cole (1996, p. 203) describes Wartofsky’s (1973) framework for artifacts (including tools
and language) as represented in three levels. Artifacts, according to Wartofsky, can be viewed as
primary, secondary, and tertiary. Primary artifacts are associated with tools of production (e.g.,
a pencil). Secondary artifacts grow out of the application of primary artifacts (e.g., a list of practices). Tertiary artifacts are far removed from practice and are essentially conceptual or imaginative (e.g., Rice’s publication and presentation of his findings to leverage for change in practice).
Tool use in research can be seen in terms of primary artifacts (associated with production) as in
the use of a computer to record data; secondary artifacts (as in the data as represented in various
forms through stages of analysis); and tertiary artifacts (as in the ways in which communities
interpret these data into larger cultural meanings).
Just as our experiences with the world are shaped by and shape our thinking, the tools and
technology used in observations also have a similar effect. This is seen in the evolution of tools
for research in the natural sciences (e.g., the study of planets and the cosmos). We align ourselves with Mitcham (1994), who claims that (we) “think through technology” as well as Ihde
(1991) who argues that instruments used in research do not merely “mirror reality” but mutually
constitute the investigated reality. Ihde maintains that perception is co-determined by the tools
or technology of inquiry. Certain aspects are placed in the foreground (and others in the background) by the technology used and can make certain aspects of the observed visible that might
otherwise be invisible. According to Ihde, neglecting the role of instruments (i.e., technological
artifacts) in science leads to naïve realism. In considering the tools of observation in research
it is important to emphasize a “particular” use of a tool in a time and place does not generalize
to all other contexts. The social situatedness of tool use and its local meaning must always be
recognized.
Given the important role of tools in the conduct of observational research, we focus attention
in our review on the qualities and descriptions of the tools used to observe. Our intention is to
inspect the ways in which tools come to embody a way of thinking (i.e., a culture of inquiry)
that is passed on from one generation (of researchers) to the next—sometimes without a critical
analysis of the historical roots and meanings embodied in the tools used.
We believe that the tools of scientific research must meet the highest standards for rigor. We
believe that, as these tools are refined, the field of reading research will be better positioned to
increase understandings of teaching, of the relationships between teaching and learning, and of
the relationship of teaching to teacher knowledge.
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GOALS
Through this research review we will attempt to:
1. Characterize the range of tools and methodologies used to gather observational data on
teachers;
2. Identify trends in the uses of the tools and methodologies;
3. Discuss concerns or cautions over the tools and methodologies;
4. Describe emerging and promising tools and methodologies; and
5. Propose a set of guidelines for observational research in reading.
We have organized this chapter into four parts. We set the stage for the movement into
observational studies of teaching reading in part 1 through a look at the foundational reading
research in the 1960s and 1970s as well as a broader look at the research in teaching literature.
We describe the procedures we have followed in the identification of tools and methodologies
that have been used to study the teaching of reading in part 2. Next, we describe our findings
related to the use of tools and strategies that reflect a “quantitative” research perspective (part
3) and the use of tools and strategies that reflect a “qualitative” research perspective (part 4).
Finally, we use the findings from our review to articulate a set of guidelines that we hope can
help guide the future of observational research in reading in positive directions.

PART 1. BACKGROUND: FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH
Jeanne Chall’s (1967) classic and enormously popular book Learning to Read: The Great Debate
can be used to characterize the dominant research paradigm for reading research through the
first half of the twentieth century. Chall believed that scientific research could be used to resolve
questions related to what works and what is best. The science of teaching, as envisioned within
the emerging field of psychology, would be informed by experimental research that relied on
valid and reliable measures of student learning according to Chall. Chall’s review of research
surrounding success in learning to read led her to claim that a code-emphasis approach to beginning reading produced better results than a meaning emphasis approach when student achievement was used as the criterion for success. Chall was not the first in this era to make this claim.
There were Flesch (1955), Terman and Walcutt (1959), and Walcutt (1961) who all claimed to
have the answer to the question: “What is the best way to teaching reading?” All claimed that the
status quo for methods, as represented in the popular “Look-Say” basals, did not follow research.
Interestingly, none of the studies cited in Chall’s review drew on data from the observation of
teaching in classrooms. Far from resolving the debate (see Rutherford, 1968), Chall’s arguments
only served to fuel the fire and turn up the heat on an already heated debate.
In the mid-1960s, the federal government funded the “Cooperative Research Program in
First-Grade Reading Instruction.” A total of 27 individual research studies from across the country were included in this study. While the project had many dimensions, the focus on determining the best method of reading instruction using student learning outcomes as the determining
factor received the most attention. Data were pooled across the studies with respect to the effectiveness questions. The findings from the study disappointed many. There was no clear “winner”
among the various methods (Bond & Dykstra, 1967). Frequently, the treatments did not yield
the same results across different projects (p. 122). There were numerous project-by-treatment
interactions. There were standard “measures” of teachers applied across the methods comparison studies (e.g., experience). However, there were no standard measures of teaching practices
applied nor were there any required observations of teachers that would attest to implementation of the treatment.
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Only 3 of the 27 first-grade studies included significant observations of teachers. Ironically,
Chall and Feldman’s (1966) study of teacher beliefs in relation to the implementation of commercial programs was one of the three. The Chall and Feldman study, though not included as one of
the methods comparison studies, found little relationship between what teachers reported they
were doing and what they did. She did find strong relationships, however, between what they did
and what their students’ learned.
Wolf, King, and Huck (1968) also used significant observations of teaching within the firstgrade studies. Teachers in this study were observed interacting with children in classroom
instruction using a categorization scheme developed by the authors and based on Bloom’s (1965)
taxonomy of the cognitive domain and Guilford’s (1967) work on the structure of the intellect. The authors concluded that interpreting, analyzing, and evaluating questions produced
more critical responses from children than other types of teachers’ questions. The third study
from the first-grade studies deserves particular attention in terms of methodology. Harris and
Serwer (1966) directed one of the methods comparison studies in which they contrasted the
effects of skills-based methods with language experience methods. Harris and Serwer were also
interested in the issue of “time” spent in reading activities as a causal (i.e., a rival hypothesis
or confounding variable to the “method” used) explanation for student achievement growth.
Teachers maintained time logs on activities in reading. The findings from these logs yielded significant correlations to student gain. Teachers in this study were also observed using OScAR-R
(Observational Scaling and Rating Reading) developed by Donald Medley for use in this study.
The “static” side of this instrument focused on the description of the range of materials used. The
“dynamic” section focused on teacher behavior and yielded a coded recording for each teacher
statement and interchanges between teachers and students.
The post-first-grade study period in reading research was largely silent with respect to
research in reading that focused on teaching in classrooms. Outside of the Wolf et al. (1968)
and the Harris and Serwer (1966) studies reported earlier, no study that used significant and
systematic observation of teaching was published in the Reading Research Quarterly in the
decade that followed the publication of the first-grade studies (1967–1977). In contrast, the field
of research in teaching (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Travers, 1973) blossomed during this same
period. Rosenshine and Furst (1973) described the use of direct observation of teaching with
a focus on methods. Close to 100 classroom observation systems were developed during this
time (Simon & Boyer, 1974) with a large number of these drawing on the observational scheme
developed by Ned Flanders (1970). Flanders was interested in the “talk” in classrooms as it might
reflect a “democratic” or “authoritative” classroom structure. The Flanders observation system,
known as FIAC, was focused on the characterization of teacher and pupil talk in classroom
along the dimensions of direct and indirect. Direct teacher talk, for example, included content
questions directed at students or reprimands in the behavioral area. Student talk, for example,
included coding of student responses to questions or student initiated questions. The coding of
talk through the Flanders system was then used to study the relationship between patterns of
talk and student outcomes—ranging from achievement to attitudes toward school and learning. The system was designed to record the sequence of behavioral events. The behaviors were
divided between teacher talk (Indirect Influence: accepts feelings, praises or encourages, accepts
or uses ideas of student, asks questions; Direct Influence: lecturing, giving ideas, criticizing or
justifying authority) and Student talk (student talk—response, student talk—initiation, silence
or confusion). The observer using the FIAC recorded behaviors every 3 seconds. The most basic
form of analysis is to compute frequency analysis for the categories and more complex analyses
focus on contingencies and co-occurrence.
Most of the observation systems developed during this period within the research in teaching community were focused solely on observable behaviors. Some of the systems emphasized
“high-inference” coding while other systems relied more heavily on “low-inference” systems.
Rosenshine and Furst (1973) define a low-inference measure as a rating system that classifies
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specific, denotable, relatively objective classroom behavior and is recorded as frequency accounts
by the observer. They describe high-inference measures as a rating system that requires an
observer to make an inference from a series of classroom events using specific constructs, such
as satisfaction, enthusiasm, and clarity. Many of these systems included both types of information. Research on teaching flourished as it relied on tools to observe teaching behaviors (termed
“process” variables) and correlated them with student outcome measures (termed “product
variables). Rosenshine and Fursts’ call for studies that would progress following a “descriptivecorrelation-experimental feedback loop” (p. 131) set the standard for the next decade of research
in teaching.
Three large programs of research during the early and mid-1970s helped to frame the “process product” research literature. These research programs focused on reading, relied on tools
and strategies from the research in teaching literature to conduct classroom observations, and
were pursued “outside” of the traditional reading research community. Further, the federal government supported each of these studies, like the first-grade studies, by large-scale funding.
The Follow-Through Studies
In February 1967, President Johnson requested that Congress establish a program to “follow
through” on Head Start. These studies were to document the impact of an early education intervention and to identify the features of the intervention that had the greatest impact on student
achievement growth. The evaluation model was described as planned variation. Seven different
models of early childhood education were compared in research (Stallings, 1975). Classroom
observations were conducted across all of the different models and were designed to document
activities, materials used, grouping patterns, and interactions. Data were gathered in 35 firstgrade and 36 third-grade classrooms. The COI (Classroom Observation Instrument) was developed for data collection. The COI included 602 categories describing behaviors of teachers and
students. Interactions were scored in five-minute sequences. Observers completed an average of
four observation sequences each hour during a 5-hour observation day. The behaviors included
attention to such areas as focus (e.g., academic, social) and discourse patterns (e.g., question,
statement). In addition to the interaction data, the observer would gather data on grouping and
organization in the classroom as well as the availability of materials. Observers using this system
went through rigorous training to achieve high levels of reliability. Monitoring of the observers
was also systematic. Stallings’ research indicated strong positive relationships between the use
of behaviors associated with direct instruction models and student achievement gains. These
findings were consistent across measures of reading and mathematics.
The Texas Teacher Effectiveness Studies
These studies were designed to explore the relationship between teacher expectations and student achievement. They focused, in part, on the documentation of classroom teaching behaviors associated with levels of expectation. Additionally the studies examined the relationship
between teacher behaviors and student achievement. Brophy (1973) first studied a group of elementary teachers to determine the “stability” of their effects on student achievement. Brophy
continued to study a sub-group of these teachers who were stable in terms of their impact on student achievement. This follow-up study relied on a combination of low-inference and high-inference observation systems to measure classroom processes including the Brophy & Good, Dyadic
Interaction Coding System (Brophy & Good, 1970). Thousands of correlations were computed
between scores on process measures and student gain. The findings from these studies suggested
a large number of process variables related to both academic (e.g., the use of sustaining feedback
to incorrect or incomplete responses) and managerial aspects of teaching (e.g., seating patterns
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in the classroom). In several areas, differences between the effects of certain teacher behaviors
were noted in relation to work in high-SES versus low-SES classrooms. Reading achievement
was one of the major student outcome variables studied.
The BTES (Beginning Teacher Evaluation Studies, Phase II)
The goal of this study was to relate classroom observations of teaching to student achievement
growth in reading and mathematics. The study was framed around John Carroll’s (1963) theoretical work on learning as it relates to aptitude and the opportunity to engage with the content to be learned. Within this study, the variables related to “time” (i.e., engaged/on-task time,
allocated time) were found to be highly associated with student achievement. In addition, the
researchers found support in the observational data for a model of direct instruction that featured specific elements of effective lessons (see Rosenshine, 1983, for a description of the direct
instruction lesson model that emerged out of this research effort). Differences in effective practices were noted across grade levels and different content areas (Berliner, 1990; Fisher et al., 1978;
McDonald & Elias, 1976).
Summary
Up through the mid-1970s, research into the teaching of reading that relied on direct observations was sparse. Instructional research in reading during this era was focused primarily on
comparison studies directed toward the identification of “the best” methods. In contrast, the
field of research in teaching was aggressively moving into classrooms to study teaching effectiveness and often the focus settled on reading instruction and reading achievement. The focus
in the research in teaching literature was on the identification of the “best” teaching practices.
The bulk of this research, as within the reading research community, was quantitative in nature
and rooted in the post-positivist search for cause and effect relationships—specifically in revealing the relationship between specific teaching processes and student learning. These contrasting
paradigms for research and the tools and strategies for conducting research operated in a kind
of “parallel universe”—largely ignoring each other, as Duff y noted in his 1981 research address
to the National Reading Conference (Duff y 1991). However, changes in the late 1970s and early
1980s brought some changes. These changes gained momentum during the decade of the 1990s.

PART 2. TOOLS AND STRATEGIES FOR THE STUDY OF TEACHING READING:
EXAMINING THE RESEARCH LITERATURE
Our task was to inspect the research literature focused on reading that relied on the direct observation of teaching and to report on the range of methods and strategies used. We developed an
initial set of criteria to focus our search. We limited our focus to research reports that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

were published in scholarly, refereed research journals;
reported on the gathering of new data or on a new analysis of existing data;
focused on teachers and teaching in the area of reading:
described some authentic act(s) of teaching;
reported on the methods used to observe teaching; and
were conducted in classrooms and/or clinic settings (EC through High School).

Even with these criteria we were challenged at times in deciding as to whether a study should
or should not be included in our review. To guide us in these decisions, we operated under the
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rule of “cast the net widely” first (i.e., include even the doubtful cases) and then consider each
of the borderline cases using a consensus process within our team. In reporting our findings we
will expand on our rationale for including studies that may have been outside of our original
criteria.
We made a decision to limit our search to the 30-year period of 1977–2006. Several factors
contributed to our decision to set 1977 as the formal starting period. First, our historical review
of the earlier period suggested that there was limited research in reading that focused on the
direct observation of teaching. These earlier studies were described in the previous section. Second, this was a time when two new research centers were beginning to formulate research agendas that recognized and emphasized the importance of reading and teaching (the Center for the
Study of Reading (CSR) at the University of Illinois and the Institute for Research in Teaching
(IRT) at Michigan State University). And third, our initial searches of the literature turned up
little, beyond the research described in the background section, prior to the 1977 period.
We searched the research literature using a combination of hand searches and electronic
search methods. The hand search was completed by one member of the research team and
included all articles from 1977 to the present appearing in the American Educational Research
Journal; the Journal of Reading Behavior (later the Journal of Literacy Research); the Yearbook of
the National Reading Conference; the Journal of Scientific Studies in Reading (starting in 1997);
Research in the Teaching of English; Teaching and Teacher Education; the Elementary School
Journal; the Journal of Educational Psychology; and the Reading Research Quarterly. In addition,
we searched the Web of Science using the following descriptors: with the number of “hits” indicated (TS=(reading AND (teaching OR instruction) AND research AND (primary OR elementary OR secondary OR middle) AND ((participant OR participants) OR (subject OR subjects)
OR (student OR students) OR (pupil OR Pupils))) (139 hits). We searched ERIC using the following descriptors: Reading instruction (thesaurus descriptor) AND Classroom research (thesaurus descriptor) AND Elementary (34 hits) and Secondary (9 hits). All of the studies that met
the criteria were included in the database for analysis. Each of the articles identified through
the electronic and hand search methods was read and considered against the criteria we had
established.
During this process, we excluded a study if there was no clear act of an observation of teaching involved. For example, Fukkink (2005) conducted a sequential analysis of think-aloud protocols for looking at the process of deriving word meaning from a written context with primary
students—there was no study of an act of teaching in this study. We also excluded studies that
did not focus on preservice or inservice classroom teachers or if it was unclear who the teacher
was. For example, Mansett-Williamson and Nelson (2005) used paid tutors in their study, but
it was unclear if the tutors were preservice or inservice teachers, and Hitchcock, Prater, and
Dowrick (2004) studied the effects of tutoring with parents as implementers. Studies like these
were not accepted into our database. We also excluded studies if they were not focused on reading such as the science study conducted by Mastropieri and colleagues (2006) who investigated
class wide peer tutoring versus teacher-directed instruction for students with mild disabilities in
an eighth grade. Other studies used observational methods, but were focused on writing rather
than reading, such as McIntyre’s (1995) and McCarthey’s (1992) studies. Each of the studies was
reviewed by at least two or more members of the research team until a consensus decision for
inclusion or exclusion was reached.
We have organized our review of the literature as well as the reporting of findings around
the frames of qualitative and quantitative research methods. We relied primarily on the theoretical writing of Erickson (1986), Linn and Erickson (1990), and Mertens (2005) to guide us in
our categorization processes. The qualitative studies tended to be “interpretive” in nature, and
while these studies may have included some quantification of data (e.g., the frequency of certain
kinds of teacher actions and percentages that related to a developing theme), they did not rely
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on inferential statistics. Quantitative studies tended to be “post-positivist” in nature and were
focused on describing or exploring the associative or causal relationships among predetermined
variables. Not all quantitative studies relied heavily on statistics. Some descriptive studies, in
particular those relying on pre-existing variable descriptions, were classified as quantitative
(post-positivist) in nature. Studies that drew on both quantitative and qualitative methods were
included in both data pools. For purposes of our analysis and reporting, the data collection
strategies of the research methods in these mixed-methods studies are considered within the
respective categories of quantitative and qualitative research.
In the review process, all studies were examined by at least two of the members of the authoring team. A consensus was required for a study to move into the review. A total of 296 studies
met the criteria we established for this review. In Figure 1.1 we present the distribution of studies
over time by methodologies (i.e., Quantitative, Qualitative and Mixed). We present the distribution of studies by research journal across methodologies in Table 1.1. Note that the studies in
Figure 1.1 are grouped in 2-year pairs. In the next two parts of this report, we offer our analysis
of these studies focused on the tools and strategies for observation under the broad methodologies of qualitative and quantitative. We used a constant-comparative methodology (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990) within the quantitative and qualitative sections to identify significant themes and
patterns (e.g., purposes for use of the instrument). For both the quantitative and qualitative sections, we reviewed each article, entering relevant methodological information (e.g., participants,
research questions or purpose, observation methods or techniques, procedures of analysis) into
a table. After the two tables were complete, we read and reread the information in these extensive
tables noting patterns in techniques and researchers’ decisions related to classroom observation.
Repeated reading and reviewing of these articles suggested that the variations in observational
tools and methods were in some ways related to the differing purposes of the studies. The table
was then cut apart, by individual study, and sorted according to observational purpose.

PART 3: USE OF QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
In this section, we report on our inspection of studies that used quantitative methods of data
collection and analysis for the observation of teaching. We identified 108 studies that used quantitative methods only and 14 that used mixed methods (see Table 1.1). Our analysis revealed
Distribution across time

Number of studies

40
35
30
Quantitative

25

Qualitative
Mixed
Total

20
15
10
5

Figure 1.1 Distribution of studies across time.
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Table 1.1

Journals Publishing Observational Studies
Journal

Total

Quan

Qual

Mixed

American Educational Research Journal

11

8

2

1

British Journal of Educational Psychology

2

2

0

0

Canadian Modern Language Review

1

0

1

0

Cognition and Instruction

1

0

1

0

Early Childhood Review Quarterly

1

1

0

0

32

19

12

1

Journal for Research in Mathematics Education

1

0

1

0

Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf Education

1

1

0

0

13

10

3

0

2

2

0

0

37

7

30

0

Journal of Research in Science Teaching

1

0

1

0

Learning Disabilities Quarterly

1

1

0

0

101

26

71

4

Elementary School Journal

Journal of Educational Psychology
Journal of Learning Disabilities
Journal of Literacy Research/Journal of Reading Behavior

National Reading Conference Yearbook
Remedial and Special Education

2

2

0

0

Research in the Teaching of English

22

4

18

0

Reading Research and Instruction

2

0

2

0

Reading Research Quarterly

45

23

17

5

School Effectiveness and School Improvement

1

1

0

0

Scientific Studies of Reading

3

0

3

0

Teaching and Teacher Education

9

1

5

3

289

108

167

14

Totals

several interesting patterns. First, our analysis revealed trends across time and within journals.
Second, observational studies were focused on particular aspects of reading instruction and that
focus expanded over time. Third, not only the use of the tools varied widely, but the quality of
the description of the tools did, as well. Finally, our analysis revealed that one topic in particular, seemed to evolve as the instruments used to examine it evolved. We report on each of these
findings in this section.
Trends across Time and Journals
The majority of observational studies that used quantitative methods have been published in
the National Reading Conference Yearbook (29), Reading Research Quarterly (29), the Elementary School Journal (20), the Journal of Educational Psychology (10), the American Educational
Research Journal (9), and the Journal of Reading Behaviors/Journal of Literacy Research (7) (see
Table 1.1). Five observational studies using quantitative methods were published in the 1970s
with a surge of them following in the 1980s (33), 1990s (37), and 2000s (26) (see Figure 1.1).
This trend would seem to indicate an increased appreciation for and attention to the use of
this methodology in reading research across time. This increased attention is true for Elementary School Journal, Journal of Educational Psychology, Journal of Reading Behavior/Journal of
Literacy Research, and American Educational Research Journal, but not for the Yearbook of the
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National Reading Conference (YBNRC) and Reading Research Quarterly (RRQ), where there is a
significant drop in the number of observational studies that used quantitative research from the
1980s to the 2000s (RRQ dropped from 9 in the 1980s to 3 in the 2000s; NRCYB dropped from
13 in the 1980s to 1 in the 2000s).
Trends across Topics
Observational studies that used quantitative methods focused on a variety of topics. These
foci were particular to decades and their representation in the literature reflected the growing
attention to areas of reading and reading instruction in the larger area of reading research. For
example, in the 1980s, the majority of the studies in our database investigated some aspect of
instruction with students, namely, instructional interactions between teachers and students in
classrooms. Some of the interactions examined involved questioning strategies and patterns of
teachers (e.g., Fagan, Hassler, & Szabo, 1981), while others looked at the feedback teachers gave
to miscues (Hoff man & Clements, 1984). Other studies explored the comprehension instruction such as the work of Duff y and his colleagues (Duff y et al., 1986, 1987). Still other studies
explored teachers’ expectations (Brophy, Rohrkemper, Rashid, & Goldberger, 1983); theoretical orientations (DeFord, 1985); and instruction in special education classrooms (Allington &
McGill-Franzen, 1989).
In the 1990s, observational studies expanded to include the description (and importance) of
the print environment in literacy instruction (see, for example, Morrow, 1991) and struggling
readers as part of special populations (e.g., Lindsey, 1990). The field of educational psychology
contributed to the understanding of reading as a process during this decade as evident through
the work of Pressley and his colleagues (Brown, Pressley, Van Meter, & Schuder, 1996). Finally,
this decade of “what works” (as called for in A Nation at Risk) brought with it descriptions and
comparisons of models, programs, and approaches to reading instruction. Some of the studies
compared broad approaches to literacy instruction with a broad instructional approach (see, for
example, Fisher & Hiebert, 1990), while others compared specific models of reading instruction,
such as shared reading to traditional models of reading (Reutzel, Hollingsworth, & Eldredge,
1994). Still others studied the effects of specific programs, such as Success for All (Ross & Smith,
1994) and Peer-Assistance Learning Strategies (Fuchs, Fuchs, & Kazden, 1999), on reading
instruction and student achievement.
In the 2000s, research that used observational methods continued to examine these same
foci; however, the researchers used observational methods to expand what was studied, including the role of schools and effective teachers (Taylor, Pearson, Clark, & Walpole, 2000) and the
role of teacher education (Hoffman et al., 2005) in literacy learning. Similarly, studies of special
populations (especially English language learners) expanded during this time (see, for example,
Vaughn et al., 2006).
Patterns in the Use of Instruments
In addition to the expanding notion of what could be observed in classrooms, our examination
also revealed a variety of tools used across these studies. A small number of the studies in this
database used a validated observational instrument as a tool to collect data; the remainder varied greatly in their description of the tool used. Of the studies that did not use (or modify) an
existing instrument, some used a checklist, some used a categorical coding scheme and some
used a rating scheme to collect or mark data.
In addition to the ways observational data were collected, tools were used for different purposes, including (a) as windows into instruction; (b) to establish fidelity of implementation of
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an innovation; (c) to characterize classroom/context; and (d) as instrument development. We
explored each of these focusing on the tools used in each.
Windows into Instruction. Almost half of the studies in our database used observational data
as a means of directly answering their research question(s). A handful of studies (5) used a
low-inference frequency count. For example, Gambrell (1984) measured time-on-task to help
describe the time structure of teacher-directed reading instruction and help determine how
much time children in grades 1–3 spent engaged in contextual reading experiences. Another
handful of studies (8) used a rating system to capture more theoretical data, such as the data
Duff y and his colleagues (Duff y, Roehler, & Rackliffe, 1986) collected when they tested the
effects of explicit teacher explanations on the use of reading strategies in low reading groups. A
more recent study involved data collection through the use of a laptop computer, which may be
a wave of the next decade. Through the use of the CLASS 3 program, data collectors in middle
school classrooms captured and rated class discussions and related activities, focusing on the
types of questions that teachers and students asked, materials used, and interactions with each
other (Applebee, Langer, Nystrand, & Gamoran, 2003).
The majority of the other studies in this group (26) used a low-inference categorical system for capturing and/or marking data, although many of the systems were quite complex. For
example, in examining the characteristics of basal reading programs and their influence on
instruction, Barr and Sadow (1989) coded “running records” of exchanges between teachers and
students to determine time spent on reading and non-reading activities. They further coded
their data to determine the nature and duration of each activity and what type of activities
teachers and students were engaged (activities were classified as word id/word meaning/general
comprehension activities). Almasi (1995) also used a categorical system, one that she marked
qualitatively (through constant-comparison), exploring the nature of episodes of sociocognitive
conflict among fourth-grade readers in peer-led and teacher-led discussions of narrative text.
She also employed a statistical analysis of students’ ability to recognize and resolve episodes of
sociocognitive conflict as well as the discourse associated with sociocognitive conflict.
Establishment of Fidelity of Implementation of Innovation. While many of the studies in our
database used observation instruments to document, assess, and describe classroom instruction,
other studies used observational instruments to establish the fidelity of implementation of the
innovation under study. Fidelity of implementation in research confirms that the independent
variable was correctly manipulated, determines how adequately appropriate model was
implemented, or assesses the conformity to prescribed elements (Mowbray, Holter, Teague,
& Bybee, 2003). The quality of the measures used across this category varied widely. In some
studies, fidelity of implementation was documented only in passing. For example, in van Keer’s
(2004) quasi-experimental study in which he examined the effects of explicit reading strategies
instruction followed by practice in (a) teacher-led, whole class activities; (b) reciprocal same
age activities; or (c) cross age peer tutoring activities, fidelity was conducted through “regular
observations” (p. 44). In other studies, fidelity was determined through prepared forms used
to record notes regarding teaching methods, fidelity of practices to procedures, classroom
behavior, and engaged time (see, for example, Ross & Smith, 1994). Still other studies described a
more elaborate description of the instrument and a rating system for determining the degree of
implementation. For example, in the comparison study of the innovative CORI model to more
traditional models of comprehension instruction, Guthrie and his colleagues (2004) measured
the fidelity of implementation through a rating scale (4 = thorough implementation; 3 = partial
implementation; 2 = limited implementation; 1 = no visible implementation) and used the
ratings as a covariates in their analysis.
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Characterization of Classroom/Context. In a very small number of studies, researchers used
observational means to characterize the classroom as one sort of instruction or another or to
confirm the differences in the instruction. The quality of those instruments varied widely. For
example, Fisher and Hiebert (1990) used a categorical system to classify instructional approaches
of the teachers in their study. These researchers examined the learning opportunities available
to students in classrooms with different approaches to literacy. Using a task perspective, the
researchers first identified the tasks and subtasks and then categorized the tasks and subtasks
based on their duration, general and specific subject matter, and cognitive complexity. The
activities were categorized by product type, product specification by students, format, and
activity duration. These observations “made it clear that literacy experiences for the two
instructional approaches were qualitatively different” (Fisher & Heibert, 1990, p. 5). In other
studies, the examination of the context was not as systematic, as in a study of the effects of teacherdirected print concept instruction in a print rich environment on print concept development of
kindergarteners (Reutzel, Oda, & Moore, 1989). In this study, the researchers determined there
were “no observable differences in the quantity or quality of instruction” between the groups
of teachers at the onset of the study (p. 202) through the use of a pre-existing, school-based
instrument that was not focused on literacy.
Development of an Observation Instrument. Finally, in 11 studies in our database, researchers
used observational means as a mechanism for creating and/or validating observational
instruments. The majority of these studies were conducted in the most recent decade. The quality
of these instruments (including the descriptions and reporting of each) was very different from
our three previous categories. Some of the instruments were developed to answer the research
question. In many cases, data was being collected for which no instrument existed. For example,
in their research, Taylor, Pearson, Peterson, and Rodriguez (2003) investigated the effects of
teaching on students’ reading achievement in “beating the odds” schools. The researchers
created and used the CIERA School Change Observation Scheme to describe the ways that
teachers maximized students’ cognitive engagement in literacy activities and to evaluate the
efficacy of a school-wide framework aimed at cognitive engagement. This instrument combined
field-notes with a quantitative coding process—the narrative data from the field-notes were
coded on task behavior; who was providing the instruction; grouping patterns; major literacy
activities; salient literacy events; materials; teacher interactive style; and expected responses
of the students. The instrument was validated within the study and used to describe the role
of effective schools and teachers in the literacy development of children from low-income and
minority backgrounds across the country.
Other studies in this category were focused on the validation of an instrument as the
purpose of the study. For example, Hoff man, Sailors, Duff y, and Beretvas (2004) and Wolfersberger, Reutzel, Sudweeks, and Fawson (2004) focused on the creation and validation of
instruments that captured and measured the print environment of classrooms as a way of
describing literacy instruction. More recent studies have used observations to validate contemporary ways of documenting instruction. For example, Camburn and Barnes (2004) have
used triangulation to assess teacher logs (a 4-page self-administered questionnaire in which
teachers report the instructional experiences of a target student for an entire day) as a viable
mechanism for describing language arts instruction. In their study, observers collected full
day observations in math and language arts instruction, fi lled out a log and then compared
their logs to logs the observed teachers fi lled out. They found a high correlation between
what the observers saw (and marked on the log) and what the teachers marked on their logs.
Th rough their work, Camburn and Barnes are expanding the notion of what counts as classroom observations.
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The Evolution of a Topic through the Evolution of “Tool”
Our analysis of patterns across topics revealed that there was one topic in particular (print-rich
environments and their role in literacy development) that seemed to evolve as the observational
instruments used to document it evolved. Within the 11 studies that centered on the topic of
print-rich environments, 3 used the instrument in their study to measure the implementation
of the innovation and/or the instrument was not described well enough for us to analyze its use.
Therefore, we only analyzed eight studies; we discuss these eight studies in this section. We first
present a brief summary of those studies, followed by the themes that emerged across these eight
studies, focusing on the prominent role that the instrument played in the study.
The eight studies in our database represent a continuously expanded focus on what “counts”
(and with whom it “counts”) in print environment research. For example, in the earliest study in
our database, Taylor, Blum, and Logsdon (1986) studied kindergarten teachers’ implementation
of a theory-based pre-reading curriculum, the observable factors which characterized implementing classrooms, and the effects of implementation on the reading achievement of children.
In order to answer the research question, the team observed all six classrooms, identifying and
documenting features and incidences of print through written descriptions as well as slides and
videotapes. Incidences were compared across classrooms and distinguishing properties and
aspects of print were described four categories were built. Included in these categories were: (a)
type of language used in display; (b) location of print in room; (c) availability of print to children; and (d) time frame of activities with displays. A checklist was then created by operationally
defining their curriculum; the checklist was used as a rating scale to determine implementation.
This rating scale measured the implementation of the curriculum by describing the print environment of these kindergarten classrooms as implemented (a) very effectively, (b) effectively, (c)
to a limited degree, or (d) not at all. Participating classrooms were then classified as “implementing” or “not implementing” and children’s reading achievement was compared across groups.
The tool in this study was constructed using the theory behind the intervention.
Morrow (1991) also collected data on the physical print environment of classrooms, but
expanded this notion to include a documentation of the ways in which teachers and children used
literacy during the observational periods. Morrow set out to determine the factors that motivated
literacy behavior in play. Her study looked at the relationships of (a) the frequency of literacy
behaviors by children at play, (b) specific materials and physical design elements in kindergarten
play areas, and (c) teacher guided experiences related to literacy and play. She collected observational data in 35 kindergarten classrooms including information on the print found in the
environment. To do so, she modified the Survey of Displayed Literacy Stimuli and also creating
a “questionnaire” that documented the number of participants (including children and teachers)
engaged in literacy activities and the perceived motivations behind the behaviors. She collected
data across four different days during four different weeks while children were at play. Morrow
used the observational data in her analysis and reported on the ways participating teachers modeled, discussed, or suggested the use of literacy in the presence of children. Morrow’s modified
instrument expanded the notion of what counts within the print-rich environment research.
During this same time, Ross, Smith, Lohr, and McNelis (1994) developed and validated the Elementary Classroom Observation Measure (ECOM) for their study in which they examined how
classroom conditions, resources, and teaching methods compared across 40 remedial and regular tracked first-grade classrooms. While the instrument developed for this study did not focus
(in its entirety) on the print environment, it did include it as one significant aspect. The ECOM
considered the classroom ecology and resources (print); makeup and physical environment;
interval coding (including grouping configurations and teacher and student behaviors); a rating
of teacher behaviors that positively support learning; teaching methods; and open comments.
The instrument contained interval coding (based on a low inference system), holistic ratings and
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descriptions that “reflected more global, subjective impressions of the events observed” (p. 108).
Interestingly, the researchers found no significant differences in the resources offered to children in these two types of classrooms. This study is evidence that an expanding community of
researchers was coming to understand of the importance of a print-rich environment.
In her seminal formative experiment, Neuman (1999) connected theory to practice in her
examination of the impact of flooding 330 child-care centers with high quality children’s books
and providing training to child-care staff. Neuman collected pre-post intervention data on the
physical environments of classrooms, including the arrangement of books in library corners and
shelves (through the use of photography). Neuman also used momentary time samples to collect
data on the literacy related interactions between teachers and children (in sample classrooms).
Her instrument began as field-notes that were codified as either a literacy interaction initiated by
or directed at the focus child of the observation. She also collected data on the storybook reading
activities in both groups. The photos of the physical environments were analyzed to establish
categories of change in environment and frequency counts of interactions were reported in percentages. Neuman’s work capitalized on the use of technology to capture data and to help the
field “see” those differences in classrooms due to the intervention. That is, Neuman used clear
lines between the data she collected, analyzed, and reported.
Duke (2000) connected theory to practice in her study of the exposure to and the types of
experiences with informational text offered to students in 10 low-SES and 10 high-SES first grade
classrooms. In her work, Duke recorded print on the walls (referred to as displayed print) and in
the classroom library (books and magazines) and activities in which children were engaged with
print. She coded activities by genre, what was done with the text in the activity, and the length
(in time) of the activity. She piloted her instrument prior to this study. Coding over 6,000 pieces
of displayed print for this study, Duke carefully reported her descriptions of how she identified
and coded texts that appeared in her database, especially those texts that appeared between her
visits to these classrooms. Duke tallied each of the focus areas of the study (displayed print,
classroom libraries, and activities) and employed MANOVA comparisons of low- and high-SES
classrooms. Although her findings were quite alarming (there was an overall scarcity of informational texts in these first grade classrooms), her work continued to move research centered
on print-rich environments forward through her use of an observational tool and its clear path
between the theory that drove her work and the collection and coding of data and analysis.
The final set of studies in this section demonstrated this careful mapping between theory,
data collection and data analysis as well as the role of the instrument in that mapping. All were
centered on the validation of an observational instrument. For example, Wolfersberger and colleagues (2004) designed and described the development and validation of the Classroom Literacy
Environment Profi le (CLEP), an assessment tool for measuring “print richness” of elementary
classrooms. The CLEP contained 33 items; each item was rated on a scale from 1 (lowest level
of implementation) to 7 (highest level of implementation). In their report, the authors demonstrated the move from the theoretical to the practical as the instrument went through three
phases. In phase I, the research team used naturalistic methods to develop the items that would
appear in the instrument. In phase II, the team used test theory to refine the content (constructing, reviewing, and rating the items). In phase III, the team validated the instrument in 21 classrooms (K–6). An analysis of variance was conducted on each item and subscale, demonstrating
the discrimination reliability of the CLEP.
The next instrument in our database was published in the same journal as the CLEP, just one
volume later. In this study, Hoffman and his colleagues (2004) reported on the development
and validation of an instrument that centered on a strong theoretical framework for thinking
about print rich classrooms. Through their work, the team documented the connection between
print rich classrooms and student reading achievement. The research team followed a protocol
similar to the Wolfersberger team—first conducting a literature review and developing tentative
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categories of text types and rubrics for each. Feedback from classroom teachers was solicited on
all three components. The team then field-tested the instrument and revisions were made. The
instrument contained three components. The first measured the physical print environment of
classrooms (grades K–6). The second documented the uses of texts by students and teachers.
The third documented the understandings of the texts (forms, functions, and uses) by students
and teachers. These three components were rated individually. Each component was highly correlated with student achievement in reading (as measured on the GRADE) in 33 classrooms
(grades K–6) across six states. The work of Hoffman and his colleagues provided an additional
component to consider in the observational documentation of the print-rich environment—the
understandings of the purposes, functions, and uses of the print in the environment by students
and teachers (drawn from the social practice perspective) and the connection of the print environment to student reading achievement.
In the final study in our database, Baker and his colleagues (Baker, Gersten, Haager, & Dingle, 2006) also validated a classroom observation measure to use with English language learners
in Grade 1, the English Language Learner Classroom Observation Instrument (ELLCO). While
the formal development of the instrument is discussed in other publications, the authors did
report on the reliability of the instrument and the correlation between subscales. The ELLCO
contains six subscales with individual items in each. Subscales include (a) explicit teaching, (b)
quality of instruction, (c) sheltered English instruction, (d) interactive teaching, (e) vocabulary
development, and (f) phonemic awareness and decoding. Ratings within the subscales (except
for phonemic awareness and decoding instruction) were correlated to reading achievement (as
measured through a composite reading score consisting of posttest performance on oral reading
fluency and the reading comprehension measure) in the 14 classrooms in which the team worked
in California. The subscales were used to measure the reliability. Because they considered their
work to be exploratory, the team offered suggestions for future work on the instrument in refining the subscales. The work of Baker and his colleagues followed the same clear path as the other
studies in this analysis while continuing to expand the notion of “what counts” and “for whom”
in the literature on print-rich environments.
Our examination of these eight studies illustrated the ways in which the evolution of the tools
used to capture and describe print-rich environments informed the understanding of its role in
literacy development. First, the purpose of all of the print-rich studies, regardless of the role of
the instrument, was to demonstrate the existence and importance of the topic. Second, there
was a careful refining of the instruments used to study classroom teaching and literacy learning.
While there were some that simply mentioned it (Duke, 2000) others described it in detail (see,
for example, Taylor et al., 1986). Third, the approach to the collection of data through the use of
these instruments varied greatly. For example, some instruments were open-ended field-notes
that were examined (Morrow, 1992) while others contained a more systematic and quantitative
documentation of data. Regardless, the pattern across studies was that they all offered a careful
description of how data was collected and coded. And finally, there was a very close connection
between the theoretical frame of the study and the data collected and codified. This expanding
notion of “what counts,” “for whom,” “under what conditions,” and “for what purposes and
intentions” is a direct and parallel path to the evolution of the instruments developed and used.
That is, perhaps without the refinement and development of instruments, the field might be
thinking only in terms of books in classrooms with the very youngest of children without a
particular look at why and how.
Summary
In summary, our analysis of studies that used quantitative methods for data collection and analysis varied widely, as did the use of the instruments, and demonstrated a growing recognition
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of the importance of observational methods. The use of instruments in this database focused on
a variety of topics, reflecting the growing understanding of reading instruction. The variety of
ways in which the tools were used reflected the flexible ways tools were used to examine teaching
through observational research methods. For example, tools in our database were classificatory,
categorical, frequency counts, and rating systems, depending on the purpose and intention of
the use of the tool. And, our analysis revealed that at least one topic developed parallel with
the instrumentation used to understand it. This all reflects a growing advancement of both the
method of quantitative means for observational research.
However, there are a few caveats to consider. While the field of reading research has seen a
surge of observational studies, it would appear that only a few journals are continuing to publish this type of methodology. While the National Reading Conference Yearbook and Reading
Research Quarterly were some of the first journals to widely recognize observational studies,
the contributions of observational studies using quantitative methods to these journals have
decreased significantly. We are unclear as to why this trend is taking place. Perhaps with the
expansion of acceptance and recognition of observational studies (using quantitative means) as
a viable mechanism for understanding literacy instruction, authors have more choices in outlets
for their work. Or perhaps, authors find their work appreciated in the journals that focus more
generally on teaching and teacher education.
Our analysis also indicated that the quality of descriptions of the instruments used varied widely, with some studies meticulously noting the instrumentation used and others just
mentioning the instrument in passing. Again, we were unclear as to this pattern. Perhaps it is
because authors choose not engage in careful documentation, publishers do not require it, or
there is simply not enough space in journals to report this information. Regardless, this was a
growing concern as we analyzed this database.

PART 4: STUDIES USING QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Between the years 1977 and 2006, we identified 181 studies that used qualitative methods
in classroom observations. The qualitative observational techniques reviewed in this section
constitute a departure from the observational tools and protocols discussed in the quantitative section. Most of the studies reviewed in this section documented teaching through participant observation, recording the data through written field-notes and, in many cases, audio
or video records. There is a strong tradition in qualitative work, and in the work we review
for this section, of documenting observations through field-notes with an open-ended format rather than an observational protocol to which the researcher attends. Lincoln and Guba
(1985), along with other qualitative researchers (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Glaser & Strauss,
1967), argues that the researcher is the “instrument of choice” and highlights the need to consider the subjectivity of the researcher. In this tradition, the use of more open-ended formatting for observational documentation is necessarily accompanied by increased attention to the
biases, beliefs, and experiences of the researcher, as well as considerations of how researchers
might guard against these biases in their note-taking. That is, while recognizing the influence
of the researcher’s values, assumptions, beliefs, and biases, researchers—as evidenced in our
review here—have sought to address these concerns in a variety of ways. Thus, the variation
in observational technique in these studies was related less to the format of the observational
protocol—in most cases there was no protocol—and more to the frequency, focus, and length
of observations.
In this section, we discuss trends across the 30 years under review, explain our review procedures, and describe the range of observational methods used in the studies.
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Trends
Across the 30 years we considered in our review, the number of qualitative studies involving the
observation of teaching increased dramatically. We found no studies using qualitative observational methods until 1981. In the 1980s, we identified only nineteen studies, including those using
qualitative methods solely (17) or in a mixed methods design (2). The first, Sanders’ study (1981)
of the interactional language that occurred in literacy learning lessons in a first grade classroom,
was published in the National Reading Conference Yearbook. Of the 19 studies published during
the 1980s, 14 were published in the NRC Yearbook, a number indicating that the Yearbook may
have provided an outlet for early observational research related to literacy—particularly those
that used qualitative methods. Only five were published in major research journals—one in Reading Research Quarterly (Alvermann & Hayes, 1989), one in Research in the Teaching of English
(Eeds & Wells, 1989), one in Elementary School Journal (Duff y, Roehler, & Rackliffe, 1986), and
two in Teaching and Teacher Education (Alpert, 1987; Magliaro & Borko, 1986).
In the 1990s, 89 studies were published. As discussed below, during this time, literacy
researchers spent extended time in classrooms, particularly engaging in in-depth study of single or small numbers of classrooms. The NRC Yearbook continued to feature studies utilizing
qualitative observational techniques, publishing almost half (40) of the studies included in our
qualitative database. However, qualitative observational studies also began to make more regular appearances in prominent research journals such as Reading Research Quarterly, Journal of
Literacy Research, Research in the Teaching of English, and Elementary School Journal. That trend
continued into the current decade. From 2000 to 2006, over 70 reports of research have been
published that met our criteria. With this trend, it is possible that by the end of the 2000s, we
will see upwards of 100 research articles reporting qualitative observational techniques. These
articles are appearing in both the NRC Yearbook and across a variety of research journals (see
Table 1.1).
Across the studies reviewed, observational duration (from 3 days to 4 years), observational
frequency (from 3 total lessons, to daily observations), and number of participants (from 1
teacher to 44) varied. Our review and analysis (described above) of these 181 studies suggested
that they fell into four broad groups, categorized according to the purpose of the observations.
Observations were employed to accomplish one of four somewhat broadly construed purposes:
• For the purpose of exploring existing classroom practices (79 studies)
• For the purpose of understanding interventions or innovations (51 studies)
• For the purpose of inspecting a particular aspect or event of a classroom or clinic (26
studies)
• For the purpose of supporting, contrasting, or corroborating another data source (25
studies)
We explain and discuss each of these four categories of studies in the following sections. In each
section, we describe the purposes of these studies, how these purposes related to the researchers’
techniques for collecting observational data, and representative examples of each category.
Exploring Existing Classroom Practices
In the first, and largest, group of studies (totaling 79), observations were used for the purpose
of investigating research questions as contextualized within classrooms or teaching situations
as wholes. In these studies, researchers were participant observers in classrooms for extended
periods of time (usually at least a semester) and sought to make sense of the teaching within the
context of the classroom and its participants. Although observations were used as the primary
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data source, researchers also used other sources to make sense of teaching in the context of
the classroom. Although one particular time of the day or event was the focus (e.g., literature
circles), attempts were made to document the whole of the classroom so that findings were contextualized. While there were a few studies of this type in the early 80s (e.g., Bloome, 1983, 1984),
they became more prominent through the years, reaching their prime in the mid-1990s.
Sixty-four of the 79 studies (81%) in this group focused on one or two teachers and were
more ethnographic in nature. In these studies, the researchers spent considerable time in one or
two classrooms in order to examine literacy instruction as situated within particular classroom
contexts. For example, Moje (1996) observed a high school content area teacher over a period
of 2 years as she and her students engaged in literacy activities. Engaging in “intensive, long
term, participant observation” (p. 179), Moje documented the teacher’s instruction via daily
field-notes for a period of 3 months the first year, and throughout the second year. These notes,
like many of the studies in this category, were analyzed using the constant-comparative method
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Within the studies focusing on one or two teachers, the length of the
data collection period varied from 12 weeks to 3 years. While not all were as extensive as Moje’s
study, all set out to understand teaching as situated in a particular classroom.
Because researchers used open-ended field-notes as a data collection tool or method, they
often (but not always) described the focus or procedures of this documentation. For example,
Knapp (2002) described her note-taking carefully, saying, she “wrote a running longhand narrative of what happened in class, containing time notations, descriptions of activities, and notes
on the teacher’s and students’ discourse, actions, and interactions” (p. 66). To give the reader a
sense of how much observational data was collected, researchers tended to report the frequency
of the observations (e.g., weekly; 3–4 mornings per week; twice weekly), the number of pages
of field-notes, the total number of hours spent observing (e.g., researchers logged a total of 300
hours of observations) and/or video recordings (e.g., 60 hours of videotaped data).
Teacher research studies, in which at least one of the researchers was the teacher under study,
comprised a small subset of these studies (five). Baumann and Ivey (1997), for example, report
on Baumann’s year long sabbatical as a second grade teacher. His teaching was documented
through a combination of his reflective journal, audio/videotapes, and Ivey’s field-notes that she
took as a participant observer in his classroom.
Fifteen of the 79 studies (19%) documented the teaching of more than two teachers. While
focused on understanding literacy instruction as a whole, the amount of observational data collected varied, depending on how many teachers were observed. For example, in a study focused
on the experiences of five diverse students, McCarthey (1997) sought to understand how home
and school were connected. In order to explore how these experiences varied across students,
she selected five students and conducted 1–3 hour observations three times each week for a
year, documenting those observations through field-notes and audiotape records. The length
and frequency of these observations afforded opportunities to observe each of these five students
carefully over the course of a year. On the other hand, in a study of 30 teachers, Pressley and his
colleagues (Pressley, Wharton-McDonald, Mistretta-Hampston, & Echevarria, 1998; Pressley
et al., 2001; Wharton-McDonald, Pressley, & Mistretta-Hampston, 1998) sought to identify and
describe effective first-grade literacy instruction by observing multiple classrooms. The purpose of this research was to determine cross-classroom features, not to examine the contextual nuances of each classroom, and as a result, researchers observed more classrooms but each
teacher was observed only twice monthly during their language arts block.
A methodological component of research characterized by both multiple participants and
multiple researchers was the need to align observational practices across researchers, and report
how these were aligned. In those studies in which multiple researchers collected observational
data, more attention was paid to describing the observation procedures and how procedures
were aligned. For example, Wharton-McDonald et al. (1998) wrote of their field notes,
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Two complete sets of field notes were maintained, and the two primary observers frequently
reviewed each other’s notes and discussed similarities and differences in their observations
of the same classrooms. In order to maximize the accuracy of the notes and facilitate later
analyses, the three language principles recommended by Spradley (1980) were followed in
taking field notes. For each entry, the language used—whether it was the observer’s or the
teacher’s—was noted (the language identification principle). Whenever possible, the language of the teachers and students was recorded verbatim (the verbatim principle). Interactions or events were recorded using concrete language; the observers tried not to use
abstract jargon in field notes (the concrete principle). (p. 106)

Here, like other authors in the same situation, they attempted to lay out, as clearly as possible,
their procedures for field-notes, borrowing from Spradley’s work on participant observation.
This kind of description, although not always as detailed, was present in many of the research
articles in our database.
Understanding Innovation or Intervention
In the second group of studies (totaling 51), observations were used for the purpose of investigating interventions or innovations in classrooms or clinics (e.g., Alvermann & Hayes, 1989; Worthy & Beck, 1997). In these studies, research questions related to interventions or innovations
offered by researcher/university or district, and the studies were typically intended to document the teacher’s implementation of these innovations or interventions. Many of these articles
emerged from larger studies and were attempts to better understand the process teachers went
through as they attempted to implement a program in which they were “trained.” For example,
Roehler, Duff y, and Meloth (1984) conducted a post-hoc analysis of the teachers involved in an
“explicit explanation” study to determine how these explanations might be characterized. Similarly, El-Dinary, Pressley, and Schuder (1992) followed up a larger study of transactional strategies instruction with an examination of the “process of becoming a SAIL [Students’ Achieving
Independent Learning] teacher.” In this study, the researchers followed three of the larger set of
teachers, analyzing 24–27 observations per teacher documented through audiotapes and fieldnotes. Observations over the course of a year, across these three teachers, afforded an opportunity to understand this process of change for SAIL teachers. From the same larger study, Brown
and Coy-Ogan (1993) followed one teacher across 3 years, documenting her reading/teaching of
the same story over 3 years, with three different sets of second graders. This analysis afforded
more in-depth insights about how one teacher traversed the transition across more than 1 year
and with different classrooms of students. These analyses that emerged from the larger quantitative or mixed methods studies were attempts to more qualitatively characterize and understand
the “inside” of these interventions and how they played out in teachers’ classrooms.
Studies investigating interventions, particularly those studies conducted by multiple
researchers, often employed more focused observational techniques. For example, Paterson,
Henry, O’Quin, Ceprano, and Blue (2003) engaged in a mixed methods study of sixteen classrooms to determine the effectiveness of the Waterford Early Reading Program. Researchers first
conducted a qualitative analysis of observations. These observations—four per teacher—were
documented using an observational protocol in which “observers noted the starting and ending
times of an event or activity, then described that activity as fully as possible, noting teacher’s
actions and strategies, the children’s actions, and the children’s activities in the Waterford centers” (p. 187). Qualities of these classrooms identified through the qualitative analysis of this
observational data were then entered into a multi-variate analysis to discover “how factors other
than the Waterford Program might affect literacy learning” (p. 195).
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In addition, several studies were designed to document the ways a teacher (or more often,
teachers) took up a particular innovation (e.g., whole language, literature-based instruction,
use of response logs) after learning about it in professional development. For example, Borasi,
Siegel, Fonzi, and Smith (1998) examined the implementation of transactional reading strategies
in four secondary mathematics classes. After participating in a semester long seminar to learn
the strategies, teachers joined researchers in collaboratively planning five “instructional experiences” (p. 282) and implementing these lessons in their classrooms. To understand and track
how the teachers implemented these strategies in the classroom, the researchers documented
each of these experiences (lasting anywhere from 2 to 18 weeks) in their entirety through extensive field-notes and audio/videotaping. Researchers and teachers worked together through the
implementation process.
Similarly, a few researchers studied and documented teachers’ existing practices, and offered
ongoing feedback and consultation as teachers made efforts to revise or grow these practices.
For example, Alvermann and Hayes (1989) worked with teachers to modify discussions to
reflect higher-order thinking and critical reading. After documenting existing discussion patterns, Alvermann and Hayes observed/videotaped classroom discussion, then met with the
teacher to discuss and offer feedback on future discussions. This videotaping/debriefing cycle
was repeated with teachers several times over the course of 6 months, and the entire process was
documented.
Inspecting a Particular Aspect or Event of a Classroom or Clinic
A third set of studies employed observations primarily for the purpose of investigating a particular aspect or event of a classroom or clinic. In these studies, observations focused on a particular event (e.g., read aloud; content area reading discussions) or aspect (e.g., story-book reading
style, textbook use), with the duration of the study often tied to this focus (e.g., length of unit,
duration of a set of activities). Across these 26 studies, observations ranged from three lessons
for one teacher (Sweetland, Abel-Carrick, & Kinzer, 1987) to 192 lessons observed across nine
teachers (Armbruster et al., 1991). In all but one instance, researchers documented teaching
either through recordings (with transcription following) or through what most would call “general” field-notes.
The vast majority of these studies made use of audio or videotapes to record instruction or
activities. Interestingly, over half of the studies used transcriptions of these recordings as the
primary or sole documentation of the teaching. That is, field-notes were not used to document
teaching while in the classroom (at least not as it was reported in writing); audio/videotapes
were transcribed and used as the sole observational data source for analysis. Use of transcription as the primary observational data source occurred in those studies with fewer observations,
most hovering around three to four total observations per teacher.
For example, Martinez and Teale (1993) examined the storybook reading styles of six kindergarten teachers reading the same four storybooks. To do so, they transcribed the audiotaped
read alouds of these four books. At least one researcher was present for each reading to note nonverbal behaviors in an attempt to make the transcript more complete. These transcripts became
the primary data source for the analysis. For studies in which there were a small number of
observations per teacher (e.g., Alvermann, 1990; Martinez & Teale, 1993; Sipe & Brightman,
2006), the recording and transcribing of these observations allowed for a more thorough and
complete (and archivable) documentation, in some ways a “thicker” record of the few instances
of recorded teaching. As well, many of these studies focused on interactions around text (e.g.,
role of the teacher in nonfiction discussions; content area reading discussions; storybook reading). This research focus may have led to the researchers’ decisions to sample fewer instances of
teaching and to document that teaching through transcribed recordings.
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For the remaining studies in this category, researchers documented more instances of teaching, and they were likely to document this teaching through the combination of field-notes,
audio/video recordings, and some transcription. For example, Sosniak and Stodolsky (1993)
examined the roles textbooks played in classrooms by observing four teachers, 10 times each,
and documenting these observations through field-notes. Whether documenting through
audio/videotape recordings (with subsequent transcription) or through open-ended field-notes,
all studies within this category used observations as a way of understanding a particular aspect
or event in a classroom.
Providing a Secondary Data Source
In the final category (totaling 25), we grouped studies in which observations were used for
the purpose of offering support or contrast with another data source (usually interviews) or
as a secondary source for verification/contextualization (e.g., Konopak et al., 1990; Garcia et
al., 2006). Often concerned with more “internal” states such as thoughts, decision-making, or
beliefs, interviews in these studies frequently served as a primary data source while observations were employed to supplement, make sense of, or corroborate what the researchers were
finding through the interviews. Research questions such as, “How do secondary, content-area
teachers think about reading when they plan?” (Hinchman, 1985), “Is there consistency between
Chapter 1 teachers’ beliefs and their instructional planning?” (Mitchell, Konopak, & Readence,
1991), and “How did our former students’ beliefs about literacy teaching evolve and change as
they went from methods course, to student teaching, to their first year of teaching?” (Pierce &
Pomerantz, 2006) were typical of these studies.
This category of studies, not as common as the first three discussed, includes several that
examined the consistency between beliefs and practices. Observations, in these cases, were used
as a way of comparing teachers’ beliefs to what they actually did in the classroom. For example,
Konopak et al. (1990) investigated how teacher beliefs about reading for content learning (i.e.,
Science) were realized during instruction. Five days of observation were preceded and followed
by one-on-one interviews. Then, these data sources were analyzed together to assess the consistency and variances of the teachers’ beliefs and practices.
Across this set of studies, there were several consistencies in the recording or documentation
of teaching. First, most of these studies used some form of note-taking to record the observation. Second, 12 of the 25 studies also audio or video recorded these observations, although only
four actually transcribed them. Third, little description was included as to the form of the fieldnotes or note-taking. Occasionally, note-taking was not even mentioned in the data collection
section, even though the findings section suggested that researchers did indeed document the
teaching through some form of narrative written record. All of these consistencies were related
to the purpose of the observations—to supplement or confirm findings from other data sources.
Because observations were not the primary or central data sources in these studies, less attention
and description was devoted to them in the reports.
Summary
Despite limitations mentioned in the above section, as we look across all of the studies using
qualitative methods, we were encouraged by the range and complexity of ways researchers are
capturing and documenting literacy instruction in qualitative ways. It is clear that researchers
were working creatively and thoughtfully to understand literacy instruction. Whereas quantitative observational studies vary in the types and formats of observational protocols used and
focused on particular aspects of practice, the studies reviewed in this section ranged in how
and how often observations were accomplished, how these observations were documented and
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recorded, and how researchers chose to “sample” the observational data available to them during both data collection and data analysis phases of their research.
Researchers “sampled” instruction in different ways. Their decisions concerning when and
how often they might observe teaching related to their overall purposes or focus of the research.
In the case of innovation and intervention, for example, researchers were interested in how
teaching developed or progressed over time so many of these researchers decided to sample
teaching in such a way to tap into this temporal aspect of development. For example, Kong and
Pearson (2003), hoping to capture “any changes that might have occurred during the school
year,” concentrated their observational data collection within three time periods: (a) 6 weeks at
the beginning of the year, (b) 2 weeks in February, and (c) 2 weeks in May. Between these periods, the researchers visited the classroom every other week. Rex (2001) documented the first 31
days in their entirety through audio/videotapes and field-notes, in order to examine the ways
in which students were inducted into a particular class community. Kantor, Miller, and Fernie
(1992) documented the first 2 weeks of each quarter through video recordings (with six camera
locations around the room), as well as daily field-notes written by four participant observers. All
of these researchers sampled teaching through their observations in ways appropriate to their
focus and research questions. Their decisions to do so, as do all decisions researchers make about
sampling, impacted the data they collected.
Finally, in consideration of our emphasis on observational tools and methods, it is important
to consider the theoretical and practical notion of the researcher as instrument. In the studies
reviewed in this section, the researchers, in most cases, did not use particular observational protocols or checklists but instead noted their observations through open-ended field-notes. As the
primary observational instrument, the researcher’s beliefs, perspectives, and focus influenced
decisions about what to observe and what to record. While we note that this is always true of
observational research (both quantitatively and qualitatively oriented), qualitative researchers
have perhaps more responsibility to lay these perspectives and foci out because they are not
made apparent in the categories of a protocol. The best of the studies reviewed here described
well their decisions, their foci, and their perspectives, although across the database, there were
variations in these descriptions. A number of studies failed to provide sufficient detail as to
how and when observations were conducted, how these observations were conducted, and how
they were used in analysis. In some of the earliest studies, detail was limited to “we observed in
classrooms” or something similar. As we moved into the 1990s, more literacy researchers began
entering classrooms as ethnographers. Partly as a function of the paradigm within which they
wrote and partly in an effort to address criticism, methodological description became thicker
and more detailed. However, while a good many researchers continue to provide appropriate and
detailed description of methods, we came across a number of studies published recently in which
description was insufficient or lacking. We see this as an area for concern and urge researchers
and editors to push themselves towards detailed description of observational procedures.

DISCUSSION
Jaap Tuinman began his Presidential address to the National Reading Conference in 1977 with
the statement “My major contention today is that reading researchers do not spend enough time
in the schools and classrooms when reading is taught and learned” (1979, p. 9). Later, in the same
talk, he posed the question: “Do we as reading researchers stay away from the classroom for fear
of not being able to cope with the complexity of the phenomena?” (p. 16). Tuinman sounded
the alarm—although for all apparent signs—the challenge fell on deaf ears and his question
regarding “why” was left hanging. In the 10 years following his presidential address (1977 to
1987) not one research article examining the teaching of reading in classrooms was published
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in the National Reading Conference’s major research journal (The Journal of Reading Behavior).
The data gathered through our review suggest that the situation is changing. More and more
researchers have ventured into classrooms and accepted the challenge to study the teaching of
reading in all its complexity.
Our inspection and analysis across these observational studies leave us in a state of worried hope/hopeful worry. The increased attention to field-based, observational studies in the
research literature from a sheer quantitative perspective is cause to celebrate—a little. We worry
that the number of observational studies is still pitifully few in relation to the number of studies conducted annually and painfully small in relation to the formulation of policies that shape
practice. Quantity is not the only issue. The attention to rigor is sometimes lacking. Whether
the absence of rigor is a failure on the part of the researcher (and the editors who let these studies move into publication) or the failure of the editors who do not allow space for researchers
to provide a detailed description of methods in research reports we cannot determine. But the
problem is real. We take issue in particular with studies that do not offer critical attention to the
tools used to observe teaching.
We continue to worry, as well, with the favoring of quantitative over qualitative research
studies at several levels in the policy context. The disparityof funding for quantitative vs. qualitative research (e.g., through the IES) and the requirements for the use of experimental studies
to justify the selection of programs, materials, or particular instructional practices (e.g., through
NCLB and Reading First) are at best shortsighted, if not anti-scientific. The rigor within the
qualitative research studies we encountered in this review is at least equal to if not surpassing
the rigor with the quantitative studies. The findings from both sides offer important insights and
evidence to guide policy and practice.
On the hopeful side, there are a substantial and growing number of high-quality, observational studies in both quantitative and qualitative traditions. In our analysis, we have attempted
to feature these studies. We have seen at least four areas of promise that deserve special mention.
First, there has been an increase in the quantity, quality and valuing of qualitative research. It
is important that observational research that reveals teaching in all its complexity continues to
grow. Second, there has been an emergence of a small but substantial number of mixed-methods
studies that offer combined and complimentary use of qualitative and quantitative methods
to observe teaching. We would point, in particular, to the work of Paterson et. al. (2003) and
Almasi (1995). A third area of hope is to be found in the work of individuals who offer a program of work that relies on multiple methods and clearly builds on previous work. Duff y’s, as
referenced in both the quantitative and qualitative sections, has demonstrated these qualities. A
fourth area of hope relates to the introduction of new methodologies and related tools of inquiry.
We note the promising use of design and formative experiments (e.g., Reinking & Watkins,
2000) following Brown (1992) and Collins (1992) as just one example of this trend. Formative
and design experiments position the researcher close to practice (see Reinking & Bradley, 2007).
Since the teaching of reading is an endeavor “practiced” by professionals this makes good sense
as a lead to follow for the future. Knowledge of practice (and we purposefully avoid using the
term “effective” practice) and practical knowledge emerge in the context of solving old and facing new challenges. Observational research in this context offers the promise of capturing the
construction of new knowledge (situated learning) that can become the basis for initial and
continuing professional development.
Based on our analyses of these observational studies of teaching reading, we propose five
guidelines for future observational research in reading. Here we focus on those aspects of research
that are particularly important to the methodology surrounding observational research and not
to educational research or reading research more generally considered. These five guidelines can
be applied across quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods studies.
Five Guidelines for Observational Research in Reading:
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1. TOOL SELECTION: Researchers must be clear in describing the selection or development process and the criteria used for the tools used to observe teaching. There should be
a particular attention to the tool qualities and the purposes and contexts for the study. For
example, Paterson et al. (2003), a mixed methods study of the effectiveness of the Waterford
Early Reading Program, offered detailed information regarding their focused, qualitative
observational protocol. Designed to inquire into the characteristic classroom practices of
Waterford and non-Waterford classrooms (variables that later figured into a multi-variate
analysis), researchers documented observations using uniform worksheets, following the
work of Durkin (1978–1979). In this article, the researchers explained the parameters of the
protocol (described earlier in this chapter) and provided an excerpt of a sample of the protocol. Importantly, they also made clear why a focused protocol of this kind, instead of more
open-ended field-notes, fit within both the purpose of their study—to contrast Waterford
and non-Waterford classrooms according to variables of instruction—and the logistical
issues related to employing consistent observational practices across multiple observers.
2. TOOL DESCRIPTION: Researchers must offer detailed documentation on the history/past
experiences with the tools being used as well as the features of the tools and procedures
required with particular attention to any modifications made for the study. For example,
Duff y and his colleagues (Duff y et al., 1987) provided the rationale behind the use of his
modified instrument used to measure the explicitness of treatment and treated-control
teachers’ explanations of reading strategies. Similar to one used in earlier studies (Duff y et
al., 1986), the instrument used in the 1987 study was modified to reflect descriptive findings
about explanations that came as a result of the 1986 study. The research team presented the
instrument in the appendix of the study.
3. TOOL USE: Researchers must provide specific detail on the use of the tool including the
sampling of observations, the schedule for observations, and the intensity/duration of the
observations. Additional required information relates to any special training of data collectors and moderation of the use of the instruments or procedures. Wharton-McDonald et
al. (1998), for example, clearly delineated observational procedures for their study of nine
first grade classrooms. These researchers noted the frequency of their observations—twice
monthly for 7 months, the time of day they sampled during their observations—“scheduled
language arts period. . . typically last[ing] from one and two hours” (p. 105), and how the
observers aligned observational practices (e.g., maintaining two observers per classroom
who frequently consulted with one another and clearly communicating goals and procedures for observations).
4. TOOL PRODUCTS (or “secondary artifacts”). Researchers must describe the path from the
raw data collected using the observational tools and the subsequent stages of analysis leading to the presentation of the data interpreted in a report. For example, Duke (2000) quite
succinctly described her theoretical frame for the data she collected (informational texts
and genre development), the means by which she collected that data (predetermined coding system based on print in classrooms and library and the activities that surrounded that
print), and her stages of analysis (three databases, one for each coding system and tallies of
each) in her study of the print environments offered in different SES settings.
5. TOOL EVALUATION: Researchers must describe their evaluation of the tools that they
used in the research to capture the critical elements of teaching, including any adaptations
or innovations that might be useful for future research efforts. For example, in their seminal
work, Camburn and Barnes (2004) validated the use of teacher self-reports (through the
use of language arts logs) as a research instrument. They used triangulation strategies—
multiple methods, data sources, and researchers in an attempt to develop an alternative way
of describing classroom practices. In their concluding remarks, the research team suggested
that the validation of self-reports of teachers is extremely complex. So complex in fact that
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there may not be a shared understanding of terms between researchers and teachers and
that observers may not be able to provide judgments that are interchangeable with those
made by teachers. Finally, the research team believed that the strategy of triangulation was
useful as a means of checking the validity of self-reports of teachers as well as a measurement and analysis strategy in its own right. We know this group continues to develop the
use of logs as a means of describing classroom instruction.

We believe that the adoption of these guidelines within the reading research community
could be useful in promoting quality research. We believe that these guidelines can be of great
use to researchers designing studies, editorial advisors reviewing manuscripts, journal editors
forming guidelines and making decisions on manuscripts, and to faculty mentoring the next
generation of reading researchers.

CONCLUSION
There are many factors that discourage literacy researchers from conducting quality studies that
require the observation of teachers and teaching. The costs for this kind of research, in terms
of time and resources, are enormous. The work is labor intensive and demands deep understanding of research methods. The complexity of teaching in classrooms is multidimensional
and therefore daunting—just as Tuinman had warned. However, the benefits far outweigh the
costs of not doing this kind of research. At the policy level, we cannot leave classroom literacy
research vulnerable to those who, like Joseph Rice, are motivated to gather data useful in criticizing schools and teachers in order to advance their own agenda for reform. Nor can we afford
to leave teachers vulnerable to policy mandates that draw on research ‘findings’ from contrived
experimental studies conducted far from the complexity of classroom life. The development
of strong theoretical perspectives around the teaching and learning of reading also demands
observational studies. As long as the questions that drive our inquiry into literacy are directed
toward classroom practices we have no choice but to do observational research. The choices we
face are centered on how to do it well. Hopefully, the examples we have identified and discussed
and the guidelines we have drawn will offer some important direction to future researchers.
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This chapter describes methods of analyzing the structures, functions, and representations of
text. The lens is on the text, but we will selectively identify salient implications for cognitive
processes and educational practice. The primary emphasis is also on automated methods of
text analysis. That is, a computer system receives the text, performs processes that implement
computational algorithms, and produces a text analysis on various levels of language and discourse structure. However, sometimes there are theoretical components of text that cannot be
handled by computers so it is necessary to have human experts annotate or structure the text
systematically. Human annotation schemes are identified in cases when it is beyond the scope of
computer technologies to perform such text processing mechanisms.
A systematic analysis of the text is no doubt important to any comprehensive theory of reading and any application designed to improve reading in school systems. Reports on reading comprehension research acknowledged that there is a complex interaction among characteristics of
the reader, the tasks that the reader is to perform, the socio-cultural context, and the properties
text itself (National Reading Panel, 2000; McNamara, 2007; Snow, 2002). Investigations of such
interactions are facilitated by precise measures of the properties of the text at various levels of
analysis: words, sentences, paragraphs, entire texts. Readers may excel at some levels, but have
deficits at others, so it is necessary to measure and record the various levels. Interventions to
improve reading are expected to be precise on what characteristics of the text are being targeted
in the intervention. From the standpoint of assessment, developers of high stakes tests need to
be specific on the characteristics of the text in addition to the cognitive processes that are being
measured and aligned to reading standards.
This is a unique point in history because there is widespread access to computer tools that
analyze texts at many levels of language and discourse. This increased use of automated text
analysis tools can be attributed to landmark advances in such fields as computational linguistics
(Jurafsky & Martin, 2008), discourse processes (Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Graesser, Gernsbacher, & Goldman, 2003), cognitive science (Lenat, 1995; Landauer, McNamara, Dennis, &
Kintsch, 2007), and corpus linguistics (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 1998). Thousands of texts can
be quickly accessed and analyzed on thousands of measures in a short amount of time.
The chapter is into divided four sections. The first section provides a brief historical background on theoretical approaches to analyzing texts between 1970 and 2000. The second section
covers some current theoretical and methodological trends, most of which are interdisciplinary
in scope. The third section describes how the text analysis systems are scored in assessments
of accuracy and reliability. The fourth section identifies text analysis tools that assist researchers and practitioners. These tools span a large range of text units (words, clauses, propositions,
sentences, paragraphs, lengthy documents) and levels of representation and structure (syntax,
semantics, mental models, text cohesion, genre). Throughout the chapter we will point out some
of the ways that automated text analyses have been put into practice, as in the case of intelligent
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tutoring systems that coach reading skills, feedback on student writing, and the selection of
texts to match reader profi les.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND FROM 1970 TO 2000
Reading researchers have always explored methods of analyzing the structures, functions, and
representations of text (Ausubel, 1968; Gibson & Levin, 1975; Goldman & Rakestraw, 2000; Williams, 2007), but there were some dramatic breakthroughs in the 1970s when the field of reading
became more interdisciplinary. The fields of text linguistics, artificial intelligence, psychology,
education, and sociology were particularly influential. Below are some of the landmark contributions that launched the 1970s.
1. Text linguistics. Structural grammars that had originally been applied to phonology
and sentence syntax were applied to meaning units in text and connected discourse (Van Dijk,
1972). In some analyses, texts were decomposed into basic units of meaning called propositions, which refer to events, actions, goals, and states that are organized in a hierarchical structure. Each proposition contains a predicate (e.g., main verb, adjective, connective) and one or
more arguments (e.g., nouns, embedded propositions) that play a thematic role, such as agent,
patient, object, time, or location. Below is an example sentence and its propositional meaning
representation.
When the board met on Friday, they discovered they were bankrupt.
PROP 1: meet (AGENT = board, TIME = Friday)
PROP 2: discover (PATIENT = board, PROP 3)
PROP 3: bankrupt (OBJECT: corporation)
PROP 4: when (EVENT = PROP 1, EVENT = PROP 2)
The arguments are placed within the parentheses and have role labels, whereas the predicates are
outside of the parentheses. The propositions, clauses, or other similar conceptual units are connected by principles of cohesion, many of which were identified by Halliday and Hasan (1976).
Referential cohesion occurs when a noun, pronoun, or noun-phrase refers to another constituent in the text. For example, if the above example sentence were followed by “The meeting lasted
several hours,” the noun-phase the meeting refers to PROP-1. Cohesion between propositions
or clauses is often signaled by various forms of discourse markers, such as connectives (e.g.,
because, in order to, so that), adverbs (therefore, afterwards), and transitional phrases (on the
other hand).
At a higher level of rhetorical structure, the propositions or other analogous conceptual
units are organized into rhetorical structures that are affiliated with particular text genres. The
rhetorical structure specifies the global organization of discourse, such as setting+plot+moral,
problem+solution, compare-contrast, claim+evidence, question+answer, and argue+counterargue (Meyer, 1975). Formal text grammars specify the elements and composition of these rhetorical patterns explicitly and precisely. For example, story grammars (Rumelhart, 1975; van
Dijk, 1972) decompose simple stories in the oral tradition into structures that are captured by
rewrite rules, such as:
Story Æ Setting+Plot+Moral
Setting Æ Location+Time+Characters
Plot Æ Complication+Resolution
Complication Æ Episode*
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The specific goals of these compositional analyses in text linguistics were to segment texts
into units, to assign the units to theoretical categories, and to organize the units into structures
(typically hierarchical structures). Such a detailed decomposition was viewed as essential to any
rigorous analysis of meaning, content, and discourse. Human experts were needed to segment,
annotate, and structure these text representations because the theoretical distinctions were too
complex or subtle for naïve coders to understand. However, it is hardly the case that the experts
agreed on these structured representations when social scientists collected inter-judge agreement in the experts’ judgments of segmentations, annotation, and structure. Inter-judge agreement was typically found to be significantly above chance, but modest, unless the experts had
substantial training and feedback on their analyses to the point that they had similar analytical
mindsets. Given that experts yielded imperfect agreement, automated computer analyses were
similarly limited. At present, there are no computer programs that can translate texts into these
structured text representations automatically, although there have been some attempts with
modest success to automate propositional analyses (see section on text analysis tools).
2. Artificial intelligence (AI). Computer models in the 1970s attempted to interpret texts
(Woods, 1977), generate inferences (Rieger, 1978; Schank, 1972), and comprehend simple,
scripted narratives (Schank & Abelson, 1977). Most AI researchers were convinced that syntactic parsers and formal semantics would not go the distance in achieving natural language
understanding because it is necessary to have world knowledge about people, objects, situations,
and other dimensions of everyday experience. AI researchers identified packages of the generic
world knowledge, such as person stereotypes, spatial frames, scripted activities, and schemas
(Schank & Abelson, 1977). For example, scripts are generic representations of everyday activities (e.g., eating at a restaurant, washing clothes, playing baseball) that have actors with goals
and roles, sequences of actions that are typically enacted to achieve these goals, spatial environments with objects and props, and so on. These scripts and other generic knowledge packages
are activated during comprehension through pattern recognition processes and subsequently
guide the course of comprehension by monitoring attention, generating inferences, formulating
expectations, and interpreting explicit text.
AI researchers quickly learned that it was extremely difficult to program computers to comprehend text even when the systems were fortified with many different classes of world knowledge (Lehnert & Ringle, 1982). Modest successes were achieved when the texts were organized
around a central script (Schank & Riesbeck, 1981) or when the computer achieved shallow rather
than deep comprehension (Lehnert, 1997). Shallow comprehension is sufficient to answer questions such as who, what, when, and where, which elicit a single word that is likely to be mentioned in a text. Deep comprehensions requires substantial inferences and answer questions
such as why, how, what if, and so what. AI research in natural language comprehension eventually became transformed into a new field called computational linguistics. This new field systematically evaluated the accuracy of computer programs that processed language or discourse
at particular levels.
3. Psychology and education. Researchers in psychology and education empirically tested
some of the theories in text linguistics and AI, as well as models of their own. They did this by
collecting reading times, recall for text units, summarization protocols, answers to questions,
ratings on various dimensions, and other data. Some researchers sampled naturalistic texts in
their investigations whereas others prepared experimenter-constructed textoids that controlled
for extraneous variables.
The results of the psychological research were quite illuminating on a number of fronts. For
example, the number of propositions in a text predicted reading times (after controlling for
the number of words), whereas recall for the text could be predicted by structural composition (Frederiksen, 1975; Haberlandt & Graesser, 1985; Kintsch, 1974). The distinction between
given (old) and new information in a text predicted reading times for sentences and activation
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of inferences (Haviland & Clark, 1974). The structures generated by story grammars predicted
recall and summaries of narrative text (Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975). Recall
memory for expository text also was systematically influenced by the text’s rhetorical organization (Meyer, 1975). Memory for a vague or ambiguous text dramatically improved when there
was a world knowledge schema that clarified and organized the sentences in the text (Bransford
& Johnson, 1972). Indeed, reading times, memory, inferences, and other psychological processes
were all facilitated by the scripts postulated by the AI researchers and the world knowledge
schemas postulated by the social scientists (Anderson, Spiro, & Montague, 1977; Bower, Black, &
Turner, 1979; Graesser, Gordon, & Sawyer, 1979; Spilich, Vesonder, Chiesi, & Voss, 1979).
The complexity of the psychological models grew as researchers collected more data in these
psychological studies. Comprehension came to be viewed as a transaction between an author
and a reader through the medium of a text, as opposed to being a bottom-up extraction of
language codes and meaning (Rosenblatt, 1978). Interactive models of reading assumed there
was a mixture of top-down and bottom-up processes among the multiple levels of language and
discourse during the process of comprehension (Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977). These models were
very different from the strictly bottom-up models (Gough, 1972).
4. Sociology, philosophy, and communication. Researchers in these fields emphasized the
social, pragmatic, and communication processes that underlie text and discourse. Speech acts
were basic units of conversation that could be assigned to categories such as question, command,
assertion, request, promise, and expressive evaluation (Searle, 1969). These same categories were
believed to play a functional role in printed text just as they do in oral conversation. Rommetveit
(1974), for example, proposed that a printed text is a structured, pragmatic, social interaction
between an author and reader. Patterns of turn-taking in conversation were explored by Sacks,
Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974), whereas Grice (1975) identified the conversational postulates that
underlie smooth conversation, including the cooperation principle and the maxims of quality,
quantity, relation, and manner. Some AI researchers attempted to capture the pragmatic foundations of speech acts in discourse in structured symbolic representations (Cohen & Perrault,
1979).
Unfortunately, these pragmatic mechanisms have never been successfully automated on
computers, except for very narrow applications (airline reservations, verifying train schedules;
Allen, 1995) in which there are few alternative actions, goals, and people.
By the end of the 1970s a new multidisciplinary field of discourse processes was launched
on the foundations of the above research traditions. The first publication of the journal Discourse Processes appeared in 1978, founded by Roy Freedle, a research scientist at Educational
Testing Service in the fields of psychology and education. In 1990, the Society for Text and
Discourse (ST&D) was founded as a society dedicated to investigating text and discourse processing through the lenses of the above disciplines. Discourse processing researchers continued
to apply systematic methods of text analysis by human experts and computers. They continued
to investigate the psychological processes that underlie the comprehension and production of
discourse. However, the field changed in some fundamental ways that are addressed in the next
section.

CURRENT THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL TRENDS
The theoretical metaphors in text analysis have shifted in recent years. There has been a shift
from deep, detailed, structured representations of a small sample of texts to comparatively shallow, approximate, statistical representations of large text corpora. In the 1970s, text analysts were
absorbed in identifying idea nodes in a complex web of knowledge structures. Today’s researchers are inspecting high-dimensional semantic spaces that serve as statistical representations of
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document corpora as large as an encyclopedia or Wikipedia. This is the era when computers can
analyze millions of words in thousands of documents in minutes or even seconds. Researchers are exploring computational models that specify how statistical patterns of words in documents map onto theoretical components of form and meaning. This section describes some new
trends.
Corpus-Based Statistical Representations
As we discussed in the previous section, researchers in psychology and education concluded that
world knowledge has a large impact on reading and comprehension. Among the various classes
of world knowledge are scripted activities, spatial frames, stereotypes about people, taxonomic
hierarchies of plants and animals, the functioning of devices and artifacts, and so on. A psychological or computational model has to get a handle on how to represent the vast repertoire
of world knowledge in the cognitive system. However, world knowledge has traditionally been
an insurmountable challenge to text analysts because it is boundlessly large and semantically
unruly. Decades of research in the cognitive sciences has converged on the view that the most
forms of world knowledge, other than pure mathematics, are open-ended, imprecise, ill-defined,
incomplete, and often vague.
Fortunately, however, the new statistical approach to representing world knowledge and the
meaning of texts has provided an approximate solution to the problem of world knowledge. Two
notable examples of statistical, corpus-based approaches to analyzing text meaning and world
knowledge are Latent Semantic Analysis (Kintsch, 1998; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer et
al., 2007) and the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007).
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) uses a statistical method called “singular value decomposition” (SVD) to reduce a large Word-by-Document co-occurrence matrix to approximately 100–
500 functional dimensions. The Word-by-Document co-occurrence matrix is simply a record of
the number of times word Wi occurs in document Dj. A document may be defined as a sentence,
paragraph, or section of an article. Each word, sentence, paragraph, or entire document ends up
being a weighted vector on the K dimensions. One important use of LSA is it provides a match
score between any two texts (A and B) on the extent to which the texts are similar in meaning,
relevance, or conceptual relatedness. The match score between two texts A and B (where a text
can be either a single word, a sentence, or a larger text excerpt) is computed as a geometric cosine
between the two vectors, with values ranging from approximately 0 to 1.
LSA-based technology is currently being used in a large number of learning technologies
and applications in education (see Landauer et al., 2007). The Intelligent Essay Assessor grades
essays as reliably as experts in English composition (Landauer, Laham, & Foltz, 2003); a similar
achievement on essay grading in computational linguistics has been achieved by the E-rater at
Educational Testing Service (Burstein, 2003). LSA is used in Summary Street to give feedback
on students’ summaries of texts that they read (E. Kintsch, Caccamise, Franzke, Johnson, &
Dooley, 2007), in iSTART to give feedback on students’ self-explanations on the text as they
read (McNamara, Levinstein, & Boonthum, 2004), in RSAT to infer reading strategies from
a reader’s think aloud protocols (Millis et al., 2004), and in AutoTutor to guide tutorial dialogue as students work on problems by holding a conversation in natural language (Graesser,
Lu, et al., 2004; VanLehn, Graesser et al., 2007). LSA-based technologies are currently being
assimilated in the textbook industry for retrieving documents and for giving students feedback on their writing. Because students get immediate feedback on their writing, they spend
substantially more time revising their essays than they normally would if they had to wait days
or weeks to receive feedback from their instructor. The accuracy of LSA technologies are often
quite impressive and have been steadily improving, but are not perfect (either are humans, of
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course). The impact of these technologies on reading and writing quality will undoubtedly
receive more attention in the future.
Pennebaker’s LIWC accesses 70+ dictionaries that search for specific words or word stems
in any individual or group of text fi les (Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis, 2007). Each dictionary
in LIWC was constructed with the help of groups of judges who evaluated the degree to which
each word is conceptually related to the broader category of which it is part. Most of the categories are psychologically-oriented (e.g., negative or positive emotions, intentions, traits, causality), whereas others are more standard linguistic categories (e.g., first person singular pronouns,
prepositions, connectives). LIWC has been used to analyze a vast diversity of texts and has
uncovered relations between these text analyses and psychological variables. For example, the
narratives written by victims of traumatic events can predict how well they cope with the trauma
and the number of times they visit a medical doctor (Pennebaker & Chung, 2007). Analyses of
hundreds of thousands of text fi les reveal that people are remarkably consistent in their function
word use across context and over time. For example, most everyone uses far more pronouns in
informal settings than formal ones (Pennebaker & King, 1999) and are quite consistent in their
writing over the course of their careers (Pennebaker & Stone, 2003). The distribution of function
words in a person’s writing is diagnostic of different social and personality characteristics, such
as leadership, loneliness, deception, and inclinations toward suicide. LIWC has been developed
in English, Arabic, Dutch, German, Hungarian, Italian, Korean, Norwegian, and Spanish at the
time of this writing.
It is important to acknowledge that LSA and LIWC do not address the order of words in
the text so they are hardly perfect representations of meaning. Word order is known to be an
important aspect of comprehension. For example, the sequence of words are you here? conveys
a question, whereas here you are is an assertion and you are here is possibly a command. John
loves Mary has a different meaning than Mary loves John. Advances in computational linguistics
(Allen, 1995; Jurafsky & Martin, 2008) have provided syntactic parsers and semantic modules
that are more structured and sensitive to word order. Some of these systems are reported later
in the section on text analysis tools. One brut-force approach to word order is an n-gram analysis that examines sequences of words of length n. For example, an n-gram analysis of length 3
considers word triplets. One very promising automated method of grading is an algorithm that
combines LSA and n-gram analysis.
It is quite apparent that computers can glean much from a text by merely inspecting the
distribution of words, their co-occurrence with other words in a text, and their ordering. These
statistical analyses of the new millennium are an order of magnitude more informative than
the computer analyses that measure text difficulty with readability formulae. Most readability
formulas rely exclusively on word length and sentence length, with occasional consideration
of word frequency in the language. For example, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (Klare, 1974–75)
considers only the number of words in a sentence and the number of syllables in a word in the
readability formula. Sentence length and word length do in fact robustly predict reading time
(Haberlandt & Graesser, 1985; Just & Carpenter, 1987; Rayner, 1998), but certainly there is more
to text difficulty than word and sentence length. These other measures of text difficulty are
addressed later when we discuss the Coh-Metrix system (Graesser, McNamara, Louwerse, &
Cai, 2004).
Psychological Models of Text Comprehension
Discourse psychologists have developed and tested a number of models that attempt to capture
how humans comprehend text. Among these are the Collaborative Action-based Production
System (CAPS) Reader model (Just & Carpenter, 1992), the Construction-Integration model
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(Kintsch, 1998), the constructivist model (Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994), the structurebuilding framework (Gernsbacher, 1990), the event indexing model (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998),
the landscape model (Van den Broek, Virtue, Everson, Tzeng, & Sung, 2002), and embodiment
models (Glenberg, 1997; de Vega, Glenberg, & Graesser, 2008). Many of these are complex processing models that combine symbolic representations and statistical representations that satisfy
constraints at multiple levels of language and discourse. This subsection considers the CAPS/
Reader and Construction-Integration (CI) model because these are the closest candidates to
building a completely automated computer system that comprehends naturalistic text.
Just and Carpenter’s (1992) CAPS/Reader model directs comprehension with a large set of
production rules. The production rules play a variety of roles in the cognitive system, such as
(a) scanning the words in the explicit text, (b) governing the operations of working memory,
(c) changing activation values of information in working memory and long-term memory, and
(d) performing other cognitive or behavioral actions. The production rules have an “IF <state>,
THEN <action>” form and are probabilistic, with activation values and thresholds. For example, if the contents of working memory has some state S that is activated to a degree that meets
or exceeds some threshold T, then action A is executed by spreading activation to one or more
other information units in working memory, long-term memory, or response output. All of the
production rules are evaluated in parallel within in each cycle of the production system, and
multiple rules may get activated within each cycle. The researcher can therefore trace the activation of information units (i.e., word or proposition nodes) in the text, working memory, and
long-term memory as a function of the cycles of production rules that get activated. Just and
Carpenter have reported that these profi les of nodal activation can predict patterns of reading
times for individual words, eye tracking behavior, and memory for text constituents. However,
one drawback to the CAPS Reader model is that the researcher needs to formulate all of the
production rules ahead of time.
Kintsch’s (1998) CI model directs comprehension with a connectionist network. As text
is read, sentence by sentence (or alternatively, clauses by clause), a set of word concepts and
proposition nodes are activated (constructed). Some nodes match constituents in the explicit
text whereas others are activated inferentially by world knowledge. The activation of each node
fluctuates systematically during the course of comprehension, sentence by sentence. When any
given sentence S (or clause) is comprehended, the set of activated nodes include (a) N explicit and
inference nodes affi liated with S and (b) M nodes that are held over in working memory from the
previous sentence by virtue of meeting some threshold of activation. The resulting N+M nodes
are fully connected to each other in a weight space. The set of weights in the resulting (N+M) by
(N+M) connectivity matrix specifies the extent to which each node activates or inhibits the activation of each of the other N+M nodes. The values of the weights in the connectivity matrix are
theoretically motivated by multiple levels of language and discourse. For example, if two word
nodes (A and B) are closely related in a syntactic parse, they would have a high positive weight;
if two propositions contradict each other, they would have a high negative weight.
The dynamic process of comprehending sentence S has a two stage process, namely construction and integration. During construction, the N+M nodes are activated and then the connectivity matrix operates on these initial node activations in multiple activation cycles until there is
a settling of the node activations to a new final stable activation profi le. At that point, integration
of the nodes has been achieved. Sentences that are more difficult to comprehend would require
more cycles to settle. These dynamic processes have testable implications for psychological data.
Reading times should be correlated with the number of cycles during integration. Recall of a
node should be correlated with the number of cycles of activation. Inferences should be activated to the extent that they are activated and survive the integration phases. Kintsch (1998)
summarizes substantial empirical evidence that support these and other predictions from the
CI model.
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The original CI model was not completely automated because researchers had to supply the
world knowledge and the connectivity matrix that captures the language and discourse constraints. However, now that there has been substantial progress in the field of computational
linguistics, it is possible to generate the weights in a principled fashion computationally by a
computer. There are syntactic parsers (Charniak, 2000; Lin, 1998) that can assign syntactic tree
structures to sentences automatically and these can be used to generate the syntactic connectivity matrix. Kintsch (1998) has used LSA to automatically activate concepts (near neighbors)
from long-term memory that are associated with explicit words and to generate weights that
connect the N+M nodes. One current technical limitation is that there is no reliable mechanism for translating language to propositions, an important functional unit in the CI model.
However, there has been progress on this front, as will be discussed in the section on text
analysis tools.
Annotation Schemes in Linguistics
The linguistics literature does not have a uniform method for representing text, but propositions are not normally the functional discourse units. Linguists have assumed, for example,
that the functional discourse segments are clauses (Givón, 1983), conversational turns (Sacks et
al., 1974), sentences (Polanyi, 1988), prosodic units (Grosz & Hirschberg, 1992) or intentional
units (Grosz & Sidner, 1986). Such differences in fundamental discourse units end up having an
impact on the resulting taxonomies of discourse categories and coherence relations.
Two of the most frequently mentioned annotation schemes for discourse relations were developed by Hobbs (1985) and Mann and Thompson (1988). Hobbs integrates a theory of coherence relations within a larger knowledge-based theory of discourse interpretation. According
to Hobbs, readers attempt to establish text coherence as they read. Coherence relations guide
the readers’ text building strategies but inferences are often needed to establish the coherence.
Hobbs identified 9 coherence relations, such as occasion, evaluation, background, explanation,
contrast, parallel, and elaboration.
Mann and Thompson’s (1988) Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) is similar to Hobbs but there
are more relations and parts of it have been computationally implemented (Marcu, 2000). RST
specifies the relations among text spans, regardless of whether or not they are marked by linguistic devices. RST assumes that relations in the text are between text spans, which are usually
but necessarily identical to clauses. The text spans have variable size, ranging from two clauses
to multi-sentence segments. RST proposes that a set of rhetorical relations tend to dominate in
most texts, but the door is open for additional rhetorical relations that the writer needs. Mann
and Thompson (1988) identified 23 rhetorical relations, including circumstance, solutionhood,
elaboration, background, purpose, and non-volitional result. Thus, RST analysis starts by dividing the text into functional units that are called text spans. Two text spans form a nucleus and a
satellite (Mann & Thompson, 1988); the nucleus is the part that is more essential to the writer’s
purpose than the satellite. Rhetorical relations are then composed between two non-overlapping
text spans and form schemas. These schemas are rearranged into larger schema applications.
The result of the analysis is a rhetorical structure tree, which is a hierarchical system of schema
applications.

SCORING OF TEXT ANALYSIS SYSTEMS
A systematic scoring method is needed to assess the reliability of humans or computers in analyzing texts. There are two fundamental questions that guide these scoring systems: How similar are the text analyses of two or more humans? How similar are the analyses of humans and
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computers? Scoring procedures are needed to assess the segmentation of texts into theoretical
units (such as propositions, clauses, sections, or text spans), the assignment of text units to theoretical categories (such as speech act categories, cohesion relations, or rhetorical categories), the
structural relations between text units (such as relational links, connectives, or superordinate/
subordinate relations), and the ratings of texts on quantitative dimensions (such as importance,
quality, difficulty, or cohesion). We refer to these four procedures as segmentation, classification,
linking, and rating, respectively.
Some of these scoring decisions are categorical (or qualitative) whereas others are continuous
(or quantitative). An example categorical classification task would involve assigning sentences to
one of several speech act categories (e.g., assertion, command, question, request, etc.). A Cohen’s
kappa score is normally used to assess the similarity of humans in their classification categories,
or the similarity of humans and computers. The kappa scores vary from 0 to 1 and statistically
adjust for the base rate likelihood that observations are in the various categories. It should be
noted that percent agreement in the decisions of 2 or more parties (humans or computers) is
inappropriate because of base rate problems and possibilities of inflating the score via highly
skewed frequency distributions. An example quantitative rating task is the grading of essays on
quality, with values ranging from 0 to 1. A Cronbach’s alpha score is normally used to assess the
similarity of ratings of humans or the similarity of humans and computers, although correlation
coefficients (Pearson, Spearman) can also serve the sample purpose. These measures of agreement are quite familiar to researchers in education, psychology, and most other fields.
Researchers in computational linguistics use different quantitative methods of scoring agreement between human and computer decisions (Jurafsky & Martin, 2008). Human experts normally serve as the gold standard when measuring the performance of computers in making
a decision or in assigning a text unit to category X. Recall and precision scores are routinely
reported in the field of computational linguistics, as defined below.
Recall score is the proportion of computer decisions that agree with human decisions:
p(Xcomputer | Xexpert).
Precision score is the proportion of human decisions that agree with computer decisions:
p(Xexpert | Xcomputer).
An F-measure is a combined overall score (varying from 0 to 1) that takes both recall and precision into account. An alternative to these recall, precision, and F-measure scores is to perform
signal detection analyses (Green & Swets, 1966), as defined below.
Hit rate = recall score
Miss rate = (1.0 - hit rate)
False alarm rate = p(Xcomputer | not Xexpert)
Correct rejection rate = (1.0 - false alarm rate)
An overall d’ score is a measure in theoretical standard deviation units of the computer’s discriminating the occurrence of X versus not-X, when using the human expert as the gold standard. The d’ score is highest when the hit rate is 1 and the false alarm rate is 0.
The field of computational linguistics has benefited from some large-scale initiatives, funded
by Department of Defense, that have systematically measured the performance of different systems developed by the computational linguists. These systems perform a variety of different useful functions, such as (a) accessing relevant documents from large document corpora (called
information retrieval) and (b) extracting lexical, syntactic, semantic, or discourse information
from text (called information extraction, or automated content extraction). The performance
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of information and content extraction systems has been assessed and reported in the Message
Understanding Conferences (MUC; DARPA, 1995) and the Document Understanding Conferences (DUC), sponsored by the Association of Computational Linguistics. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) is a neutral party that selects the benchmark tasks, performance measures, and scheduling of the assessments. This assures that the performance of dozens
of different systems can be evaluated and compared with fairness and objectivity. The different
systems are compared quantitatively on various capabilities, although it is explicitly emphasized
that the goal is to mark progress in the field as a whole rather than to hold competitions.
Comparisons of performance between a computer program and human experts (or between
experts) are not expected to be perfect, but the question arises as to what level of performance
is considered impressive, modest, or disappointing. How high should we expect the scores to be
when examining kappa, alpha, recall, precision, or F-measures? There is no iron-clad, defensible
answer to this question, but our labs regard kappa and F-measure scores of .70 or higher to be
impressive, .30 to .69 to be modest, and .29 or lower to be disappointing. However, comparisons
between computer and humans should be evaluated relative to the scores between two human
judges. If two experts have a kappa score of only .40, then a kappa score between computer and
expert of .36 would be impressive. We often consider the ratio of [kappa(computer, expert) /
kappa (expert1, expert2)] to be the most relevant metric of the performance of the computer
system (see Graesser, Cai, Louwerse, & Daniel, 2006), as long as the agreement between experts
is modest or higher.

TEXT ANALYSIS TOOLS
This section identifies computer tools that can be used to analyze texts on different levels of language and discourse. We focus here on completely automated text analysis systems, as opposed
to the large array of tools in which the human and computer collaboratively annotate the text.
We will start with the most conventional simple systems and end with the most complex systems
that analyze text at global levels.
Conventional Measures of Text Difficulty
Readability formulae. Readability formulae (Klare, 1974–75) have had a major influence on the
textbook industry because they are routinely used as a standard for the selection of texts in K–12
and college. For example, if the students are in the sixth grade, a textbook at the third-grade level
would be considered too easy and a textbook at the ninth-grade level would be considered too
difficult for the students. A text that is scaled at the fift h- through seventh-grade level would be
considered closer to the sixth graders’ zone of proximal development.
Readability formulas have widespread use even though they rely exclusively on word length,
sentence length, and sometimes word frequency. For example, the output of the Flesch Kincaid
Reading Grade Level is specified in formulae 1.
Flesch Reading Grade Level = (.39 x ASL + 11.8 x ASW – 15.59 (1)
ASL refers to the average sentence length in the text whereas ASW is the average number of syllables per word. This simple metric is easy to score but ignores dozens of language and discourse
components that are theoretically expected to influence comprehension difficulty, as will be
described later. Texts tend to take more time to read when there are longer words and lengthier
sentences (Haberlandt & Graesser, 1985; Just & Carpenter, 1987, 1992). Longer words tend to
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be less frequent in the language, as we know from Zipf’s law (1949), and longer sentences tend
to place more demands on working memory (Just & Carpenter, 1992). Nevertheless, there are a
host of other variables that are also expected to influence reading difficulty.
There is also a potential risk of these readability formulas when they are mechanically applied
to alter texts. It would not be wise to superficially shorten words and sentences in a text in order
to have it fall under the rubric of an earlier grade level. For example, one could shorten words
by substituting pronouns (it, this, that, he, she, we) for nouns, noun-phrases, or clauses. But that
would functionally increase difficulty whenever the reader incorrectly binds the pronoun to a
referent. One could shorten a sentence by chopping it up into shorter sentences. But that would
functionally increase text difficulty whenever the reader has trouble conceptually relating the
shorter sentences. The textbook industry has on occasion shorted texts in this mechanical way
and thereby made texts less coherent rather than easier to read.
Lexile and DRP. Measures such as Lexile (Stenner, 1996) and Degrees of Reading Power (DRP;
B.I. Koslin, Zeno, & S. Koslin, 1987) capitalize on the predictive power of word and sentence
length as automated signatures of word familiarity and sentence complexity. The precise
formulae that compute reading difficulty of texts are not publically released, but the Lexile and
DRP scores for texts are highly correlated with Flesch Kincaid Readibility scores (r > .90 in
our analyses). Moreover, the metrics of text difficulty also take into consideration the students’
comprehension performance at different ages. Students’ comprehension ability can be measured
using cloze tests, for example, in which the student fi lls in a missing word in a sentence, usually
by choosing one of four possibilities. A cloze score of .75 means that the correct word is selected
75% of the time; this .75 benchmark may be adopted as an adequate threshold for comprehension
in the Lexile analysis. The Lexile score measures both text difficulty and student ability in terms
of the same unit, namely lexiles. A student is expected to comprehend 75% of a text, if the text
has a Lexile score of 800 lexiles and the student’s ability is estimated at 800 lexiles A students’
expected comprehension of a text is a function of the difference between the difficulty of the text
and the student’s comprehension ability. One practical use of these measures is that they match
readers to texts by providing automated text difficulty and comprehension ability indices, with
the assumption that students can be encouraged to read texts that they understand at a specified
level.
Some advantages of these types of reading programs are that they encourage students to read,
the students can see their progression from level to level, and the predictive power of these types
of formulae is relatively good. However, their predictive power largely stems from their predicting the same shallow level of comprehension as the level of difficulty measured in the text. Once
again, we believe it is important to develop automated indices of text difficulty and comprehension that go beyond surface understanding and surface text characteristics by measuring deeper,
more conceptual levels of comprehension.
Word-Level Measures
Hundreds of lexicons are available that analyze words on different dimensions of form, syntax,
meaning, and psychological attributes. In this section we identify many of the word-based measures. Most of these measures can be accessed through Coh-Metrix (Graesser, McNamara, et
al., 2004; McNamara, Lowerse, & Graesser, 2007; http://cohmetrix.memphis.edu/cohmetrixpr/
index.html), a facility on the Web that analyzes texts on characteristics of language and
discourse.
Word Frequency. Word frequency estimates the frequency of a word appearing in published
documents in the real world, based on a designated corpus of texts with millions of words.
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One impressive estimate is CELEX, the database from the Dutch Centre for Lexical Information
(Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), based on a corpus of 17.9 million words. About 1
million of the word tokens are collected from spoken English (news transcripts and telephone
conversations) whereas the remainder come from written corpora (newspapers and books). Some
other well-known word frequency norms, all based on smaller corpora, are those of Francis and
Kucera (1982) and Brown (1984).
Psychological Dimensions of Words. We have already described Pennebaker’s Linguistic
Inquiry Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker & Francis, 1999), which includes psychological indices
of words on such dimensions as positive and negative emotions, causality, and personality traits.
Researchers had to rate or classify words in the lexicon on each of these psychological indices.
Another important lexicon is the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981), a collection
of human ratings of 150,837 words along four psychological dimensions: meaningfulness,
concreteness, imagability, familiarity, and age of acquiring the word. These ratings are based on
work by Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan, (1968), Toglia and Battig (1978), and Gilhooly and Logie
(1980).
WordNet. WordNet® (Fellbaum, 1998; Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, & Miller, 1990) is an
online lexicon whose design was inspired by cognitive science and psycholinguistics. English
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into semantic fields of underlying lexical
concepts. For example, some words are functionally synonymous because they have the same or
a very similar meaning. Polysemy is the number of senses of a word; for example, bank has one
sense that is affi liated with money and another that is affiliated with rivers. A word’s hypernym
count is defined as the number of levels in a conceptual taxonomic hierarchy that is above
(superordinate to) a word; table (as a concrete object) has 7 hypernym levels: seat -> furniture
-> furnishings -> instrumentality -> artifact -> object -> entity. A word having many hypernym
levels tends to be more concrete, whereas few hypernym levels is diagnostic of abstractness.
Parts of Speech. There are over 70 part-of-speech (POS) tags derived from the Penn Treebank
(Marcus, Santorini, & Marcinkiewicz, 1993). The tags include content words (e.g., nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs) and function words (e.g., prepositions, determiners, pronouns). Brill (1995)
developed a POS tagger that automatically assigns a POS tag to each word. The Brill tagger
assigns POS tags even to words that are not stored in its lexicon, based on the syntactic context of
the other words in the sentence. Content words are more important than function words when it
comes to identifying the background world knowledge for a text. However, the function words
are also important for syntactic processing and are affi liated with the psychological profi le of
the writer (Pennebaker & Stone, 2003). Pronouns are particularly diagnostic of the writers’
psychological states according to research by Pennebaker (Pennebaker & Chung, 2007).
Syntax
Computational linguists have developed a large number of syntactic parsers that automatically
assign syntactic tree structures to sentences (Jurafsy & Martin, 2008). Two popular contemporary parsers are Apple Pie (Sekine & Grishman, 1995) and the Charniak parser (2000). These
parsers capture surface phrase-structure composition rather than deep structures, logical forms,
or propositional representations. The Charniak (2000) parser generates a parse tree from an
underlying formal grammar which can be induced from a corpus of texts via machine learning
algorithms. The root of the tree, or highest level, divides the sentence into intermediate branches
that specify nodes that include noun phrase (NP), verb phrase (VB), prepositional phrase (PP),
and embedded sentence constituents. The tree terminates at leaf nodes, or words of the sentence
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that are labeled for their part of speech. Hempelmann, Rus, Graesser, and McNamara (2006)
evaluated the accuracy and speed of generating the parse trees for a number of syntactic parsers
and concluded that the Charniak parser fared the best.
The syntactic complexity of sentences can be evaluated by two tools on the Web, namely
Coh-Metrix (Graesser, Lu, et al., 2004) and QUAID (Question Understanding Aid; Graesser et
al., 2006). Syntactic complexity is assumed to increase with the degree to which sentences have
embedded phrases, nodes that directly dominate many subnodes, and high working memory
loads. One index is noun phrase density, calculated by taking the mean number of modifiers
(e.g., adjectives) per noun phrase. A second index computes the extent to which there are embedded constituents by calculating the mean number of high-level constituents per word. A third
index computes the number of words in the sentence that appear before the main verb of the
main clause; as this number increases, the comprehender is expected to hold more words in
working memory. Coh-Metrix also provides a metric of the extent to which sentences in the text
have different syntactic structures, i.e., a form of syntactic diversity.
Propositions
Researchers in AI and computational linguistics have not been able to develop a computer program that can automatically and reliably translate sentences into a propositional representation
or logical form, even in large-scale evaluations that aspire to such a goal (Rus, 2004; Rus, McCarthy, & Graesser, 2006). The assignment of noun-phrases to thematic roles (e.g., agent, recipient, object, location) is also well below 80% correct in the available computer systems (DARPA,
1995). However, progress will hopefully be made in future years through two avenues. First,
there is a corpus of annotated propositional representations in PropBank (Palmer, Kingsbury,
& Gildea, 2005), so researchers can work on developing and refining their algorithms for automatic proposition extraction. Second, a tool called AutoProp (Briner, McCarthy, & McNamara,
2006) has been designed to “propositionalize” texts that have already been reduced to clauses.
This is a promising tool that might eventually achieve adequate performance.
Coreference and Cohesion
Coh-Metrix (Graesser, McNamara, et al., 2004) was explicitly designed to analyze text cohesion and coherence by incorporating recent advances in computational linguistics. McNamara,
Louwerse, and Graesser (2007) have reviewed over 40 studies that evaluated the accuracy of
Coh-Metrix and also how it was tested in psychological experiments on text comprehension
and memory. This subsection covers measures of Coh-Metrix, but it is beyond the scope of this
chapter to review the research that has assessed its validity.
Coreference. Coreference is perhaps the most frequent definition of cohesion among researchers
in discourse processing and linguistics (Britton & Gulgoz, 1991; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Kintsch &
van Dijk, 1978; McNamara, Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996). As discussed earlier in the chapter,
referential cohesion occurs when a noun, pronoun, or noun-phrase refers to another constituent
in the text. There is a referential cohesion gap when the words in a sentence do not connect to
words in surrounding text or sentences. Coh-Metrix tracks five major types of lexical coreference
by computing overlap in nouns, pronouns, arguments, stems, and content words. Noun overlap
is the proportion of all sentence pairs that share one or more common nouns, whereas pronoun
overlap is the proportion of sentence pairs that share one or more pronoun. Argument overlap
is the proportion of sentence pairs that share nouns or pronouns (e.g., table/table, he/he). Stem
overlap is the proportion of sentence pairs in which a noun (or pronoun) in one sentence has
the same semantic morpheme (called a lemma) in common with any word in any grammatical
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category in the other sentence (e.g., the noun photograph and the verb photographed). The fift h
coreference index, content word overlap, is the proportion of content words that are the same
between pairs of sentences. Some of these measures consider only pairs of adjacent sentences,
whereas others consider all possible pairs of sentences in a paragraph.
Connectives. Connectives help increase the cohesion of a text by explicitly linking ideas at
the clausal and sentential level (Britton & Gulgoz, 1991; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Louwerse &
Mitchell, 2003; McNamara et al., 1996; Sanders & Noordman, 2000). Most of the connectives
in Coh-Metrix are defined according to the subcategories of cohesion identified by Halliday
and Hasan (1976) and Louwerse (2001). These include connectives that correspond to additive
cohesion (e.g., also, moreover, however, but), temporal cohesion (e.g., after, before, until), and
causal/intentional cohesion (e.g., because, so, in order to). Logical operators (e.g., variants of or,
and, not, and if–then) are also cohesive links that influence the analytical complexity of a text.
The measures of connectives are computed as a relative frequency score, the number of instances
of a category per 1,000 words.
Cohesion of the Situation Model. An important level of text comprehension consists of
constructing a situation model (or mental model), which is the referential content or microworld
of what a text is about (Graesser et al., 1994; Kintsch, 1998). Text comprehension researchers have
investigated five dimensions of the situational model (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998): causation,
intentionality, time, space, and protagonists. A break in cohesion or coherence occurs when
there is a discontinuity on one or more of these situation model dimensions. Whenever such
discontinuities occur, it is important to have connectives, transitional phrases, adverbs, or
other signaling devices that convey to the readers that there is a discontinuity; we refer to these
different forms of signaling as particles. Cohesion is facilitated by particles that clarify and stitch
together the actions, goals, events, and states conveyed in the text. Coh-Metrix computes the
ratio of cohesion particles to the incidence of relevant referential content; given the occurrence
of relevant content (such as clauses with events or actions), what is density of particles that stitch
together the clauses. In the case of temporality, Coh-Metrix computes a repetition score that
tracks the consistency of tense (e.g., past and present) and aspect (perfective and progressive) across
a passage of text. The repetition scores decrease as shifts in tense and aspect are encountered. A
low particle-to-shift ratio is a symptom of problematic temporal cohesion.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Coh-Metrix assesses conceptual overlap between sentences by
LSA (Landauer et al., 2007), the corpus-based statistical representation that considers implicit
knowledge. LSA-based cohesion was measured in several ways in Coh-Metrix, such as LSA
similarity between adjacent sentences, LSA similarity between all possible pairs of sentences in
a paragraph, and LSA similarity between adjacent paragraphs. The Coh-Metrix research team
has also developed a tool with an LSA-based measure that automatically computes the relative
amount of given versus new information that each sentence has in a text and then computes
the average newness among all sentences in the text (Chafe, 1976; Halliday, 1967; Haviland &
Clark, 1974; Prince, 1981). Hempelmann et al. (2005) reported that the span method has a high
correlation with the theoretical analyses of give/new developed by Prince (1981), as well as other
linguists who have analyzed the given-new distinction in discourse.
Genre
There are many types of discourse, or what some researchers call genre, conversational registers, or simply discourse categories (the expression we adopt here). There are prototypical discourse categories in the American culture, such as folktales, scientific journal articles, and news
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editorials. These three examples would funnel into more superordinate classes that might be
labeled as narrative, exposition, and argumentation, respectively. Some texts will be hybrids, of
course.
Biber (1988) conducted a very ambitious investigation of discourse categories . Biber used
23 spoken and written categories from the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen (LOB) corpus and the London-Lund corpus, and computed the frequency of 67 linguistic features in these categories. The
normalized frequencies of these features in each of the discourse categories were then entered
in a factor analysis, from which six factors emerged. These factors can be seen as dimensions
on which discourse categories can be placed. Biber’s analysis showed that no single dimension
comprised a difference between speech and writing, but there were the following relations or
features among the texts: (a) Involved versus informational production, (b) narrative versus
non-narrative, (c) explicit versus situation dependent reference, (d) overt expression of persuasion, (e) abstract versus non-abstract information, and (f) online informational elaboration. For
example, categories such as romantic fiction, mystery fiction, and science fiction were positioned
high on the second dimension (narrative). In contrast, categories such as academic prose, official
documents, hobbies, and broadcasts scored low (non-narrative).
Biber’s (1988) study and the multi-feature multidimensional approach have become a standard in corpus linguistics (McEnery, 2003) and have led to various extensions (Conrad & Biber,
2001), as well as to assessments of the validity, stability, and meaningfulness of the approach
(Lee, 2004). An automated version of Biber’s system is available in his laboratory whereas the
67 features of language and discourse are automated in Coh-Metrix. Coh-Metrix also has other
algorithms that significantly differentiate science, narrative, versus history texts (McCarthy,
Myers, Briner, Graesser, & McNamara, in press).

CLOSING COMMENTS
As we close the first decade of the new millennium, we are confident that automated text analyses will continue to progress and lead to useful new applications. Few of our colleagues would
have placed their bets 20 years ago on computer systems that would grade student essays as well
as experts in composition, that would train students to read at deeper levels, or that would tutor
students on science topics in natural language. However, there are now systems that achieve
these practical goals, as we have pointed out in this chapter. Moreover, they are now being scaled
up to the point of being used in school systems, the textbook industry, and eLearning. Of course,
the use of these technologies throughout the world is at the early phase of adoption and it will
take awhile before they are fully evaluated with respect to their impact on reading proficiency.
This chapter will close with two examples that should have a profound impact on reading
researchers in the future. The first is that the textbook industry will eventually use these tools to
improve the quality of textbooks. Existing textbooks in science and other academic topics are
frequently not well written because they fail to consider the world knowledge of the reader and
they have gaps in text cohesion. As discussed earlier, writers in the textbook industry run the
risk of shortening words and sentences in order to minimize the text difficulty scores of the texts
that are targeted for grades 1–4. The problem with shortening words by substituting pronouns
for long content words is that it is sometimes difficult to ground pronouns in appropriate referents, so comprehension and coherence suffers. The problem with shortening the sentences is
that there is a potential penalty in lowering the cohesion among the ideas expressed in sentences.
The unfortunate consequence of these mechanical alterations is that students end up with an
incoherent reading experience. Writers of textbooks of the future are expected to take a closer
look at the automated text analysis tools as they prepare materials for school systems. Moreover,
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the text analysis systems need to consider the full range of levels of language and discourse—not
merely word and sentence length.
The second example addresses the selection of texts for the learner. How can we optimize the
assignment of the next text for the student to read? We presumably would not want to assign
a text that is too easy or too difficult, but rather to assign a text that is at the reader’s zone of
proximal development. The computer can play an important role in suggesting the ideal text
for the reader at the right time and place. It would be important for the text to be relevant to
the immediate curriculum and also to match the reader’s profi le of world knowledge, comprehension skills, and interests. Technologies are currently available to make such assignments of
texts to readers. However, more research and development is needed to refine these technologies
and advance the science of reading comprehension mechanisms. Once again, however, the text
analysis systems need to consider the full range of levels of language and discourse.
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